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SAID STANFORD WHITE A
SHORT TIME BEFORE
THE MURDER
DOORKEEPER TELLS OF
SENSA 1 IONAL THREA1
MADE BY WHITE AGAINST
TH " W. AS HE PULED
PISTOL
The Dee-se Will Hereafter Be
Directed by Lawyer Delphin
A. Deimos.
New York, February --Interest
▪ the Thaw case today centered in
the maneuvers of She council for the
defense, who at the end of yester-
day's proceedings 'had an earnest con-
siltation among themselves as to the
future conduct of the case.
Lt then became known that Mr.
Delmas was to assume charge of the
ease, which was handled yesterday
by Mr. G leason. It was said Mr.
Detinas had delivered an ultimatum
that he would withdraw, from the
ease unless given a free hand in con-
ducting the fight for Thaw's life.
. Mr. Jerome said he would with-
draw his objection to the introdtsc-
tithe of evidence tending to show
Insanity in collateral branches of the
Thaw family provided certain gees-
lions 'eked the witnesses offered yes-
terday were withdrawn.
We withdraw the questions,"
said Mr Delmas. "aml we will go
orer the matter a V."
Boman called.
Delmas then, directed that
Benjamin Roman. whose testimony
had been exceeded yesterday, be re-
•alled
Boman said that in too hc was
ifonrkeeper at the Garden Theatre.
-or "Did e..0 know Stanford White?"
• "Yes."
And Harry Thaw F'
Yes." verso
"Did won ever hear Stanford en'hite
nuke threat. against ten life of any
person ?"
Nes "
Mi. Jerome objected to thin say-
lug he was not aoilwiel the deicrise
was to be one of self-defense.
Mr. Delmas decfared that every de-
fense the law allows was to be taken
advantage of.
ek. Jerome withdrew his objection.
Whites 'Meat.
"k few nights after Christmas." the
eitneis resumed. "Stanford White
came up to me after the show and
wanted to know if Miss Nisbit had
gene home. I told him she had. He
replied: "Yoe are a --- liar " I
told him to go back on the stage and
see for himself.
'Wheil he returned and as he pass-
ed me he palled a pistol from his
pocket end mattered:
" 'I'M find !Tad kill that -- before
daylight.' "
The•witness gated the vile name he
said WhiteAsad applied to the man
whose _life helped threatened in a loud
voice.
"Did you communicate this threat
to n-veise?" a eisesi-Mle. -Delmar*.
"1 vs, I teed a deteetise sergeant."
"I objec to that," -said Mr. Jerome.
"Did you eloinniiihitett the threat to
This defendsitir flicked Mr. Delmas.
"Yes. I met him On Fifth' Aveenue
and jold him I wanted to speak to
him regarding Miss Niebit. I then
told him of the incident at the thea-
tre and of White's threat."
"What was Mr. White's Condition
when lie made the threat?"
"Ile was black in the face with an-
ger: .
Answer Stricken Out.
District Attorney Jerome asked that
the answer be stricken out as im-
proper, and the court so ordered.
"What was Mr. White's manner?"
ueked Mr. Dalmas.
"He was very angry."
You may take the witness," re-
marked Thaw's couitse1 to the Dis-
trict Attorney and the cross exami-
nation was begun.
At the conclusion of Roman's direct
examination 'justice Fitzgeraid said:
"If' there is any person in the court
room whose sense of pro
be offended by the testimon
witness the court will give them an
-opportunity. now to wihtdraw."
"We must ask the court to bear
with lerinnine net this testimo-
ny," explained Mr. Delmas, "but it is
• "It is perfectly right and proper,"
fustice Fittgerald quieicly asstred the
'lawyer. "There are ladies here, how-
ever. and T think they should he glen
en an opportunity to withdraw if they
so edsire."
The Countess of Yarmouth and
M's, George L. Carnegie quickly left
the room.
Mrs. Evelyn Niebet Thaw and May
McKenzie arrived at the court-house
some time after the morning session
had begun.
• Prisoner Liable to Fits.
Other witnesses were called to
bolster up the theory of hereditary
unsoundness and testimony was ad-
duced to show that the prisoner had
been liable to fits of violence for sev-
eral year..
As a distinguished gentleman of a
legal and analytical if somewhat sar-
douie turn of mind put it. "apparently
the Thaw defense is to be that Thaw
had sufficient provocation to justify
an insane man in defending his life."
Thaw Nearing Breakdown.
To one who watched harry Thaw
from day there seems a likelfhood
that lie will break down under the
strain. He was a dismal and piteous
sight this morning. His haggard face
was mottled like the face of a cadaver
Everything that his gaze rested upon
was hateful to it. His eyes flitted
from spot to spot and finally sought
refuge by turning to the flour. His
eager, restive fingers worked spas-
modically.
At times he Scene(' forward gnaw-
ing his thumb and again clutched his
chin with his fingers. his mouth work-
ing. Some one brushed his chair in
passing and he leaped as if touched
on the Taw'.
So :le squirmed and fidgeted. a pie-
ture of wretchedness, for more than
an 'hour. Then it was borne in upon
him that there was one person in the
court room temporarily in more pain-
ful plight than him•elf. Dr. Wiley.
who Was then on the witness stand
being hectored, badgered, berated
and nelted by the questions of the
relentless Jerome
It interested Thaw. Little by little
he began to forget himself. Some
more than usually absurd answer
tickled 'his fence to a chuckle, Five
times later he Waf frankly amused by
the man hunt. His face brightened
into genuine animation.
Laughs at Own Witness.
He plighted broadly at the witness
discomfiture and kept leaning over to
whioper his appreciation into Lawyer
Peabody's ear The fact that the dis-
astrous failure of the testimony might
have an untoward effect upon his case
evidently did not occur to him. At
this exhibition he was purely a spec-
tator . Later the 'hunted, furtive,
piercing look came back to his eyes.
hut his reprieve of self-forgetfulness
had done him a world of good. which
showed in his altered appearance
Ownughout the day
RAILROAD YARDS
General News Gathered From Differ-
ent Departments of the Service.
Next Tuesday at Memphis dele-
gates from the eighteen cities main-
taining car repdiring departments by.
the Illinois Central will meet and
frame up the new scale of wages the
far men will ask the officials of the
road to grant this class of workmen
for this year. At some cities car re-
pairers and builders get paid a cer-
tain sum, whtle at other points the
wege is different, and the carmen
:an: the road to pay all alike at ev-
ery point, just like the uniform wage
for every machinist. boilermaker, etc.,
employed over the entire system.
The Paducah carmen will be repre-
sented at the Memphis meeting by
Mr. Quincy Wallace.
The train dispatchers in the Padu-
cah office of the I. C. have received
ward from Chicago headquarters that
hereafter those dIstratchers receiving
$135 monthly now. will get etne
menthly, and those now getting eteo
will be raised to eryo.
Chief Clerk Clint Gibbs of the I.
C. round house is confined with ill-
reSS.
CLOCK STOPPED.
Something Wrong With Time Piece
of First Baptist Church.
The clock in the steeple of the
First Baptist church ran down yes-
terdaz morning at 7:35 o'clock and
th.tokdOs.egnelee.of the tity clocks
TIC*43:447- and ftx it up into
running ()icier. tit an examination
it cannot be ascertained whether the
public timekeeper is 'broken, frozen or
tecrely on a 'trite.
Mrs. Frank George, son and daugh-
ter, Mrs. Mary Haberlin of Osborne,
Tex., have arrived to join Mr. Frani.-
George and visit the family of el-.
Tierce.. George of Smith Ninth.
QUARTERLY
CONFERENCES
PRESIDING ELDER BLACKARD
HAS FINISHED HIS
FIRST ROUND.
PADUCAH BANNER DISTRICT
Of MEMPHIS CONFERENCE
NEW CHURCHES AND NEW
PARSONAGES BEING ERECT-
ED AT MANY PLACES.
Bandana Station Has Paid Nearly
One-half of Entire Year's
Assessments.
Rev. J. D. Weekend. presiding al-
der of the Paducah Methodist district
has completed his first round of quar-
terly conferences for this conference
year, with exception of the Lovelace-
vine circuit, which he will not visit
until February 30 on account of the
illness of the pastor, Rev. W. A. Clark
and also the extremely bad weather.
The elder found the district in first
class condition, and especially as re-
gards the financial status of affairs,
this feature being about twenty per
cent in advance as compared with
the first quarterly meeting's 'of last
year. The La Centee circuit proves
the banner one of the year thus far.
dog paid ae per cent of assess-
Meats for the entire year during the
first quarter, while Woodville circuit
comes second, having paid 27 per
Cant. • The banner congregation is
that at Bandana on the Woodville
circuit, it having payments to its
credit of .$6 per cent of the whole
year's assessments paid during the
initial quarter. The Broadway, Trim-
ble street, Barlow, Wickliffe and
Clinton stations have each paid the
first quarter assessment., which is
es per cent of n-hat is expected during
the twelve months. All other congre-
gations have made advancements, buil
not equal to these mentioned.
The contract for the new parson-
age for the La Center circuit has
been let. and work of' erecting the
building begins as soon as favorable
weather arrives, while the new home
for the Lone Otik pastor has been
finished and Rev. W. Y. Naylor has
moven in.
Presiding Elder Blackard goes to
Rurnett's chapel on the Sedalia cir-
cuit. April 13-14 and dedicates the
new church which is completed and be
ing occupied. The ceremonies will be
held while he is conducting the sec-
ond quarterly conference for the con-
gregation.
Itl is a source of pride for the
Methodist churches in the Paducah
district to learn that it has won first
place now being considered the lead-
ing district in the entire Memphis
cenference.
Dr. illackard is now preparing for
his pecond quarterly meetings, which
open Saturday at the Trimble street
Methodist church. Sunday he fin-
ishes for that congregation, and then
begins holding the gatherings on the
knowing dates for the congregations
and circuit mentioned: "
City Mission, at Lebtnon, Febru-
ery 16-17.
Mayfield Station, February 24-25.
Reedland Circuit, at Oakland,
March 2.
Broadway, March 3-4-
Trimble street, March 9-10.
Briensburg Circuit, at Carmel,
March 1-17.
Wingo Circuit. at boblin, March
2T-22.
Mayfield CIrcuit, at Spence, March
23-24.
Oak Level Circuit, at McKendree,
March 29. '
Farmington. Circuit. at Coldwater.
March 30-31._
Clinton Circuit.
April 64,
Clinton Station April 7-8.
Sedalia Cif-edit, at Burnett's Chapel,
'April 13-14.
Melburn Circuit, at Palestine, April
20-21.
Bardveell Station 21-22,
Spring Hill Circuit, at Nev Chapel,
April e7-213.
Arlington at Argoon,
April 2£1-39.
Woodville Circuit, at Woodville,
%!ay 4-5-
La Center Circuit, at Pleasant Hill,
May 5-6.
Lovelaceville Circuit, at
May it:de.
- Barlow May 12-13.
The assessments for support of the
ministry in the Paducah &trice have
•A,
at Mt. Vernon,
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WANTS TO BE THE !HEAVED A "NUT"
SUPERINTENDENT THROUGH WINDOW
PROFESSOR DARRAH OF UN-
ION CITY, TENN., WAS
HERE YESTERDAY.
IN APPLICANT TO
SUPERSEDE MR. LIES
SUPERINTENDENT AND PRIN-
CIPAL SALARIES WILL
NOT BE CUT.
None of the High School Faculty
Ever Entertained Idea of
Redwing.
Professor Darrah, superintendent of
the public schools at Union City,
Tenn. was in Paducah yesterday and
visited the local educational inente-
hons, viewtng the work done by the
scholars. Ile is an applicant for sup-
erintendent of the schools here and
has presented Ins credentials to the
trnetees, who will consider him along
with the others when they elect the
snperintendent next month or two.
Professor Darrel: is the second ap-
plitent to appear in person and seek
pression upon the trustees, bat noth-
ing will be decided until the trme of
election
No Salary Decrease.
e. number of the trustees yesterday
;aid that they desired to nail another
of the series of falsehoods the After-
noon Sun has been constantly pub-
lishi lince the first of the year in
orde tear down the public schools
on -4011be pimple of the city
turn the republican trustees out
the that of the year. These trus-
tees contietred in this connectione that
the San a few days ago published
that for next year the salaries of the
sueprintendent and prinaipals would
have to be cut in order that the trus-
tees could save as much as possible
for the new building on North Twelf-
th street. This publication, the mem-
bers say, is utterly fake, as instead
it is more than probable the salaries
will be increased in order to get the
best men possible for the places.
These trustees also said that em-
ployes of the Sun are correspondents
of out-of-town papers, and sent to the
latter dIspatches claiming that the
high school faculty was all conside-
ing resigning just because Superinten-
dent Lieb was to be ousted aud Prin-
cipal Payne to resign. The instruc-
tors in the faculty have informed the
board that this publication is false
alto, as none of them intend resigning
and it was only maliciousness on part
of the afternnten paper to publish- that
as the sheet knew that none intended
giving up their places.
Resume This Morning.
The Eighth and Haeriscin street
building will resume this morning,
the furnace having been completely
repaired yesterday and properly heats
the bleeding now
SOME CULPRIT TRIED TO HIT
MR. BURTON AT KREUT-
ZERS BAKERY.
BELIEVED TO BE PARTY
HE HAD TROUBLE WITH
OFFICERS REURN FROM LEX-
INGTON TODAY WHERE
THEY TOOK BOYS.
Assault Warrant Against Hal Bill-
ingsley Continued Until Satur-
day—Police Business.
"Cloth!" went the front window of
Fred Kreutzer's bakery establishment
en Kentucky avenue near Second
street, shortly after 6 o'clock last ev-
ening, and this was quickly followed
by the attaches ducking down to miss
being struck by some missile that
tame whizzing through the store. The
smashing ceased quite a deal of ex-
citement at the time, but it died
down, and an investigation showed
diet some culprit had thrown through
the window a big piece of iron that
the poiition, the other being Proles- looked like the nut from a teamsteri
tor Steele who was here last week wagon axle. The window was re-
from Bowling Green, Ky, where he deiced to smithereens, while the mis-
attends the satte normal coilegc. site came near striking Mr Burton,
Professor Darrah gives some splendid the bakery clerk, who was standing
references and makes a favorable illi- back a few feet from the door
Mr Burton had trouble with a cer-
tain negro some weeks ago, and he
believes this darkey threw the huge
— net at him last evening, in trying to
eet revenge for the prosecution of the
old charge. The officers are Investi-
gating to learn the whereabouts of
this suspect at the time of the inci-
dent, and will arrest hiernsf circum-
stances justify. -
MT. Burton is the sou of Peeretilietor
_
Buttaa.of-timetTennessee Please" ad-
joining the bakery.
Leave of Absence.
Mies Mary Bondurant of the "Cadet
class," yesterday morning took charge
of the room of Miss Mabel Roberts
at the Eranktin !school building, and
will teach it while the latter is away
for one month recuperating her health
which has been very bad of late, and
the leave is taken on advice of the
physician. Miss Bonchwant is the
bright graduate of the schools of last
year.
EXPECTING WORD.
German Lutheran Church Anticipates
Neer° Shot on Boat.
•sI Frank Bartlett. colored, has been
The cong-regution of the German
Lutheran church of South Fourth St.,
expects to teethe word by the last
of this week, or first of next from
v. Mr. Hamill, of St. Louis, who
been called to'4aecortie pastor of
Ibis flock and 'succeed Rev. A. C.
Illtonnwhose ill health caused him to
resign., Rev: Hamm is now in charge
cf e St. Latris congregation and it
is hoped he will come, being a promi-
nent and leading church worker ef
tnuch force. ,
To Reform 'shoot
Leutenant Thomas Potter and De-
tectives T. J. Moore and William
Baker will return today from Lex-
ington where yesterday morning they
took the following boys who were
given terms in the reform school by
Judge Lightfoot in the Paducah juv-
nile court for housebreaking. Ford
Jackson, aged te years: Clovis Hol-
land, aged 13 years; George Gains,
aged IJ year'.: Bert Roberts. aged
t6 years, and Harry Fletcher, aged
13 years. All got three years a piece
with exception of the Roberts chap
who got five years. They are the lads
who broke into Les Clark's grocers
on North Twelfth. Mitchell's grocery
and saloon on North Tenth and Earl
Duinn's drug store at Seventh and
Clay. Articles were stolen from
each place, the boys confessing tn
the theft. They were all held over to
the juvenileocourt when tried in the
police tribunal, and Judge Lightfoot
gave them the sentences.
While the lieutenant is away the
night force is being looked after by
Roundeman Emile Gourieux.
Hearing From Rev, Hamm Soon.
been raised nearly ee000 above last
yeer's figures.
Another Continuance.
Justice Charles Emery yesterday
again continued the warrant charging
hal Bilfiregrley With assaulting Mar-
vin Polk, the postponement this time
setting the charge over until Saturday
for trial. •
Polk is the son of Mr. Lon T. Polk
the well known farmer of the county
and some weeks ago he and Billings-
ley had trouble. Polk one day last
week entered the Harry Allen saloon
on South Third street with a crowd,
who drank several rounds of whiskey
'and Polk then sat down by the stove
where the liquor made him sick, and
he got up to go out. He charges
that on leaving the place the barten-
der. Billingsley, knocked him in the
head three times with a poker.
41ZIO
brought here and placed in the ma-
rine ward of Riverside hospital for
treatment of a wound received in his
side, fired by Watchman Ed Len-
zski of the steamer Joe Fowler. Bart-
lett was struck in the left side near
the heart, but the bullet glanced on
a lib and came out in the back. Bart-
lett is threatened with pneumonia.
Bartlett is from Indianapolis, Ind.,
and three weeks ago became a cabin
.--senve on the steamer Joe Fowler.
When the boat was at Elizabethtown.
111.. en reete :o Paducah Tuesday af-
ternoon, Bartlett got impudent to
some eine and Watchman Lenzski
told hini to keep (nit of the cabin and
AUCTION OFF THE
FRATillhITY STOCK
MASONS AND . ODD FELLOWS
HOLD MAMMOTH MEET-
ING THIS EVENING.
ONE OR OTHER BUY THE
$12,000 CAPITALIZATIOP
CENTRAL LABOR EDDY IN-
STALLS NEW OFFICERS
THIS EVENING,
The Red Men Will Mead in Large
Batch of New Ilkailisn' Appli-
cations.
lit ',-
This evening at 7.3e o'clock there
will open at the Fraternity building
on Broadway the most interesting
meeting ever sheld by fraternal organ-
izations of Paducah, as during the
session there will be decided Who
owns the handsome fraternity build-
ing, tbe Masonic or Odd Fellow or-
ganizetione of this city. Tonight is
the time for the open session to be
held by all Odd Fellows and alt
Masons at the building's lodge room,
at which time die stock of the Ma-
sonic and Odd Fellows' building com-
pany that owns the stroctiore will he
out up and auctioned off to the high-
est bidder, who must represent one
of the lodges now owning a part of
the stock. To whichever lodge offer
ine, the hiehest 0 rice the stock will be
told, and that body will be the sole,
owner hereafter The Afeeevnic bodies'
and the Odd Fellow lodges now own
all the stock. $12.000. The
Masons own half the $I2.000 sincir
and the Odd Fellows the other hall,
wheel, tbeteby sixes each fraternityja
tie vote When it comes to deciali
eny point. For two years the loner%
have been deadlocked on the hail
rent, the Odd Felhowilhot&ng five set
sions for every htrer by fee M (CMS.
Finally the lodees decided it best tA
sell the entire stock treone body and
whichever side offers the most for the
2[1.000 capitalization tonight gets tbr
entire control of the stencture. Who-
ever bids in the snick also take* care
of the $4s.000 mortgage bonds floated
by the building owner some years
ago
Central Labor Installs.
This evening a big meeting will he
held by the Central Labor body in On
hall on North Fourth .treet. as &r-
ing the session he newly elected offi-
cer.' will he installed as follows:
President—ChaAes Mosely, the ma-
chinist.
ice-President—Chalice Hartmethe
retail clerk.
Recording Secretary—Frank Bur-
roughs, the inusiceep. -
Finencial 9tcretaty—J. R Thomp-
son, the machinisL
Treasurer—Lon Trandell, the car-
penter.
Trie.:ec-:—Henry Rawlins, Charles
Luetenineyer and Charles White.
Red Men's Contest.
The contest among the Red Men
for new members ie waxing warm and
vigorous and the brethren are scalp-
ing every pale face they run across
and earrying in his application for
membership. Tomorrow night the
body meets at the lodge room on
North Fourth and each side will have
a stack of application. submitted to
he balloted tmon. The members be-
lieve they will have about too new
ones to initiate the night the contest
closes and the new members are ad-
mitted
SUSTAINS E'TOWN
SA109.14 LICENSE.
Appellate Court Upholds Hardin Cir.
cuit Court.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 6.—The judg-
ment of the Hardin circuit court in a
ease of -Lime Cofer against the city
of Eizabethtown was affirmed. The
court opholds an. ordinance fixing a
$25n license foe retailing liquor.
Miss Elizabeth Parker of Murray'
Ais visiting Mrs. L eree
behave himself. Bartlett grabbed a
'plate tb throw at the watchman who
quicetee polled his gun and fired, thee
bullet sending Bartlett to the floor.
,The watchman then left the boat.
walked., up Into Elirabethtown,
has not been seen srinee. He hives
at Riese Claire, near Elizabethtown
and is a well known steambontmau.
Bartlett was brought nn here few
trentment. 
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AtenvE moved...a TOWARD WIN
" ENLARGING THE WHARF FROM FURNACE
A
. •
CITY COMMITTEE WILL
 *MICE IT UP RIGHT AWAY AND SEE
WHAT THE ILLINOIS 
CENTRAL RAILROAD WANTS FOR
THE STRIP OF GROUND 
THAT WILL BE CONVERTED INTO
PUB1JC WHARF PIVRPOSES
—FOR YEARS THE PLOT OF
GROUND HAS BriEN DUMPING P
LACE AND AN EYESORE
FOR THE COMMUNITY—
IF ROAD WILL NOT SELL THE
LAND WILL BE TAKEN 
FROM IT BY FORCE.
From every side come expressions
indicating the desire of the people
thee the city government purehase 07
forcibly take by condemnation p
ro-
ceeding's the vacant plot of ground
extending from .ermour's plant at
First and Broadway, up First to Ken-
tucky avenue and convert it into pub-
lic wharf purposes. The tot is on
the east side of First and between
that thorotegniare and top of the
liver front levee. Quite a number of
tipsiness men have spoken of the mat-
ter and are urging that this be done
by the officials.
The council Monday night referred
to the Street committee for action
the petition placed before the body
by nearly all elw merchants down in
the business part of the city, and
which petition urges that something
be done towards converting this strip
of ground into Wharf purposes before
the Illinois Central railroad sells it
and new buildings are built upon it.
Tonigto the aldermen will confirm the
• councilmanic action of putting it in
• the hands of the street committee,
• and this latter body then proceed to
business.
Before the war a row of buildings
stood on the strip of ground seventy-
f..,,' feet wide, ertending from Broad-
way to Kentucky avenue, and be-
tween First street and the river front
hoer. Years ago these structure;
• leened and the only thing left of them
• %%ere the stone foundations and ex-
cavations showing where the cellars
mood. Ewer since then the strip of
wound hait been used as a sort of
• slumping ground, being piled up with
old rubbish, broken wagons, stacks
of abandoned timber, etc.
Years ago the Illinois Central rail-
road bought the ground and it has
lain idle since, with exception of that
part the road leased to the Armour
packing people, who put up their dm-
tribeting depot and storage building
at First and Broadway.
. Paducah is growing so large that
when the high water covers part
of the levee there is not room enough
left for the wagons and men to han-
dle the freight on the bank, therefore
the business men desire the city of-
ficials to eitlicr buy the strip of
grcund from the I. C. or tp take it
forcibly by condemnation proceedings
:nd convert it into an addition to the
public wharf, which would be enlarg-
ed to that extent The strip is about
seventy-five feet wide all the way
from Broadway to Kentucky avenue.
At present the wagons can go down
die levee only at Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue, as those are the only
streets running into the levee, but
with the strip of ground smoothed
otf and improsed with cobble stones
• &glides could be driven down onto
or up from the levee at any point
they desired between Broadway and
Kentucky.
The street committee will enter in-
to a conference with the Illinois Cen-
tral to see what the road wants for
the ground and then if they won't sell.
the city will take the matter into
the courts and condemn the ground,
the laws prong that any property
can be condemned and forcibly taken
f• r public purposes.
GIVES CHILD GIVES HOMES
TO A BEAR TO LITTLE ONES
ITTLE ONE HANDED OVER
FENCE TO BLACK BRUIN
BY MOTHER.
MR. J. W. HUTCHENS HAS FIVE
TO TAKE TO LOU-
ISVILLE.
I
Ne Trace of Child or Animal Save 
Gets Two of Them at Murray. While
The Footprints—Mother ' the Thr
ee Schrand Tots Will
is Frantic. Be Car
ed For.
hon. Va., Feb 6—Mrs. James In-
6.7 ant, wife of a young farmer of this
• ceunty, arranged to go %with her hus-
band to a dance last evening. Mr.
Ingram had to be away in the after-
eioon and it was agreed that the wn-
n:an should start alone. taking her
intent child with her, and meet her
hit.hand at a fence ncor a small patch
ef woixls. where he would reliese her
the child and accompany her to the
dance.
Mrs. Ingram started from home
ietcr than she had intended. It was
(lark and cold when she reached the
fence. She saw dimly a figure on the
other gide of the fence which she
look to be her husband. Calling him
• by name. she handed the child over,
so that she could climb the fence
without hindrance. When she reached
the second panel and looked up she
is a, astonished to ace the figure dis.
appearing. without a word, and tak-
ine the by with it.
'Mrs. Ingram then noticed that the
figure traveled low on the ground,
and not upright, like a man Frantic
with fear, she jumped to the ground
and ran, screaming and calling for
her husband, whom she met walking
along the road.
Light was peocirred, an alarm given
aid a thorough search made, but
nothing could be seen 07 heard of
the infant. When daylight carne this
mornin.g tracks of an immense bear
were found leading from the fence
through the woods toward the moun-
tains. No trace has been found of
the child. There is little doubt that
the infant was devouted by. the hum-
pry bear. to whom it was handed in
dar.k by the mother.
Mr. J. W. Hutchens, of the Chil-
(lien's Home society of Lou5ssalle.
Roe:, to Murray today to get two
homeless little ones he will takes to
Louisville and procure good homes
lot them. He will stop over here
weight on his return to gather up
the three little hrand children who
will also be taken to that city and
placed in excellent homes.
The latter tots are the little boys
of Mrs. Maud Schrand, who was
burned to death at her home, 1020
North Tenth street several weeks ago.
All are of very tender age and have
no one to look after them now that
tbeir mother Is dead. She was the
ere who was 'standing in front of the
open grate at her home when the
skirt ignited and burned her fatally.
Mr. Hutchens has been in this sec-
tion for the past two weeks looking
fee homeless children, anti has a num-
ber in view. His business is to take
little ones who have no homes or
arc not properly looked after to Lou-
isville, where the society cares for
and rears the children.
MT. Hutchens warned to take
Genr-e Gains to the Louisville home
but Judge Lightfoot would not let
him, and the latter yesterday sent this
lad to the state reform school at Lex-
ington. Gains was one of the bunch
of lads that robbed the Les Clark
gincery on North Twelfth, the Mitch-
ell grocery and saloon on North
Tenth and the Earl Dunn drug store
at Seventh and Clay. Mr. Hutchens
says he will secure the Gains boy
from the reform school, as he is only
twelve years old and this is his first
offense, therefore he considers it best
not to confine the little fellow at the
in t:
Told By the Innocent Granger.
A Canadian correspondent of the
North British Agriculturist send. his
paper the following romance:
"A hard-working and thrifty young
couple, in order to save hiring a har-
vest hand, arranged that the wife
:should stack While the husband drove
the hinder-and held the baby at the
same time. All went smoothly for a
Stihile till the bin& r happened to
bump over a large stone, with the re-
sult that the infant -slipped from the
paternal grasp. The father's horror
may he inore ea,ily imagined than
described as he eaw the infant dis-
appear from sight. sucked up he the
elevators from the table canvas. In
an agony of apprehension he jumped
from his seat. but grief gave place to
ioy on finding the child deposited on
the sheaf-carrier unscathed and wear-
ing a girdle of the best manila bind-
ing tWine." _ . •
Repartee.
Professor Starr, the famous ento-
mologist, was in his humorous and
whimsical way accusing woman of
barbarism.
"And she is not only barbarous—
she is illogical and inconsistent!" Ile
exclaimed.
was walikng in the country one.
day with a young woman. In a grove
we came upon a boy about to shin up
a tree. There was a nest in the tree.
and from a certain angle it was possi-
ble to see in it three eggs.
"'Yon wicked little ,boy; -said my
companion. 'are you going tfp there
to rob that nest?*
"'I 3111;' replied the btcy coolly.
"Vow can you?' she exclaimed.
`Think how the mother will griper
over the loss of her eggs."
"'Oh. she won't care.' said the boy.
'She's rp there in your hat.'"—Chi-
cago Chronicle.
SIXTEEN TWO-INCH VALVES
TAKEN FROM THE YARDS
THERE.
Miss Alice McCarty Lost Her Fine
Gold Wstch on Streets—Snow-
ball Complaints.
Report was made to police head-
quarters yesterday morning that the
night before some one stole sixteen
two-inch brass valves from the old
iron furnace on Third and Norton
streets. The thieves slipped in and
took the valves from the mechanical
department of the plant which has
not run for many years.
No Court Yesterday.
There was no session of the police
court yesterday morning because no
arrests were made in the preceding
twenty-four hours.
Gold Watch Lost.
Miss Alice McCarty has notified the
police that she lost her watch while
walking along the street.
Constant Complaints.
The police continue hearing •in-
plaints from many quarters about lads
throwing snowballs, inclosing mocks,
and the patrolmen have been instruct-
ed to make arrests and see if this will
not break up the objectionable prac-
tice of the kids.
POSTOFFICE PLUMS
FOR KENTUCKIANS
Distribution Ends Long Contests in
Several Cases.
Washington, Feb. b.—After months
of contention. postoffice plums in
isaentucky have been handed out by
the department at Washington. For
every one who is pleased over the dis-
tribution there are half dozen or more
disappointed ones in most of the
cases.
The contest over the Lexington
postoffice has been especially exciting
and even bitter.
Torn L Walker, the lucky man. ii
secretary of the republican state cen-
tral committee. Other aspirants were
Stanley Milward backed by Yerkes
and the Hon. Leslie Combs, and T.
H. Clay, D. N. Zimmerman and Capt.
B. M. Howard. •
Other important Kentucky apeoint-
went% announced are:
Edwin B. Lenney,
James P. Spillman. Harrodsburg.
Jesse D. Tuggle, Barbourville.
irgil 11.„. Bacon, Madisonville.
William M. Anderson, Nicholas-
smile.
Jame, If. Ford. lienton.
Albert Browning. Providence.
Joseph W. Domembrom. /for 4,
Ca'. e.
The Honor of a Soldier.
(Home Herald 1
It is proper to commend the presi-
dent for his discipline of the Twenty -
third regiment. On the facts so far'
made public, he was-certainly right in
the condign punishment inflicted on
the battalion of soldier,, in connec-
tion with the Brownsville riot. Any
innocent member of the disgraced
battalion can secure his own rein-
statement, unblemished by the pres-
ent judgment, by showing a good rec-
ord and his own innocence Doubt-
less this can be shown by his own
testimony under cross-examination.
although corroboration would not be
wanting in the evidence that could be
given comrade for comrade. If Sena-
tor Foraker is correct in his claim
that the president has violated the
law by the summary discharge of
the men, the law should be prompt-
ly changed, for an army that can liti-
gate its commander's orders is no
army at all, but a congress, or a court,
or a lobby, and as worthless, if not
as dangerous, a. a mob.
One of the plain perils of this coun-
try is that the police forces of the
cities go by pull and politics and sen-
timent. so that first-class integrity
and ability are not to be had to or-
ganize and train and command them;
and, in rare cases, where a strong,
good chief of police accepts the office,
his hands arc tied by mayors and al-
dermen and committees, and his heart
broken and his reputation destroyed.
Chiefs- of police and army officers
oticifit to be men of the highest char-
acter and the most undeniable ability
and absolute in the power of dis-
charge.
The president's conduct in the mat-
ter has been admirable, especially
since the claptrap and cheap politics
were exhibited in the senate, awl- his
fundamental position is unassailable.
An army that will murder private citi-
zens, or shield their murderers, active-
ly or passively, is- a menpce and a
nuisance. Every soldier and- every
nolice officer. from the highest to the
lowest, ought to be a sworn total ab-
stainer and instantly and absolutely
subject to discharge by hi f- chief with-
out antical. This would give efficient
service ill, the most difficelf em-
eloymente and trit'e a real and splen-
did moenieseto the phrase. "the honor
of a soldier." •'
ENGINEER IS
HELD OVER
C.:RAND JURY WILL INVESTI-
GATE THE BARDWELL
WRECK.
Lee Merritt is Charged With Invol-
untary Manslaughter by Per-
mitting the Wreck.
Ingineer Lee Merritt of the Illi-
nois railroad, has been held over to
the circuit court grand jury an Bard-
well in $6co bond on the charge of
involuntary manslaughter las result
of the horrible wreck at that city sev-
eral weeks ago. The court meets
shortly and the grand juicy will take
tre the case. Merritt is out on bond,
and has never been put back to work
by the railroad since the accident.
It will be remembered that one
morning early a train was standing
upon the main line at Bardwell be-
tween Cairo and Fulton, taking water
from the tank alongside the track.
Engineer Merritt had charge of a
freight train coming along behind and
he crashed into the caboose of the
tr:in that was standing still, with'
rcsult that four or five people were
killed and many injured.
It is claimed that Merritt did not
regard the order; he had received
from the dispatchers to watch out for
the train ahead of him, and this caus-
ed the mishap. Right after the wreck
lie was arrested at Bardwell and held
to the grand jury and gave bond and
was released. lie ran between Jack-
ron, Tenn., and Cairo, and was we':
known in Paducah w here he often
t. erne.
The Curse of Illiteracy.
I Chicago Examiner.)
One of the most deplorable oi the
tkany iuil consequences of child labor
mentioned in the recent crones bul-
litin on that subject is the feaeful il-
literacy which it fosters. Almost one -
fifth of the clfildren between the ages
of ten and fifteen years who are com-
pelled to labor are totally illiterate—
can neither read nor write! The per-
son who attains the age of fifteen
}ears amid the conditions which sur-
ri.und child labor, without knowing
how to read or write, is unlikely ever
to acquire those requisites to civilized
existence.
Growing up to the physical stature
of manhood with his moral and men-
tal qualities neglected and blunted,
unable•to read books or newspapers,
unable to write to friends or to read
Istiere from them. each a person, in
this age of the world, and in a civil-
ized country. IS as helpless, in many
ways, as a brute animal, and is likely
to be treated no better than a mere
aninral--or even worse--by heartless
employers reaping the fruit of his la-
bor. All doors are closed to him
aft he has no hope in any direction.
And to this terrible situation child
labor, especially in mills and factories
where it assumes its cruelestform, is
in thousands of cases a sure introduc-
tion. These children are simply ex-
p1oited like so many cattle, for the
physical force that lies in their meager
arms and their emaciated frames.
while their brains are remorselessly
suppressed or allowed to atrophy, un-
til the light of intelligence itself fades
from their eyes, which see year after
year only fluttering bobbine, whirl-
ing machinery and the foot-paths that
lead from the wretched cabins where
they sleep in titter exhaustion to the
picketed gates of the factories where-
in they arc herded during their wak-
ing hours.
And in face of facts like these cer-
tain snub, easy-going well-fed, pious
persons, who call themselves educa-
tors, cry out against those who would
better the lot of the poor and the
oppressed as "diattirbers of the peace"
and warn them to keep their hands
off the sacred monopolfea, combina-
tions and money-grabbing, labor-op-
pressing trusts that are chiefly re-
sponsible for the perpetuation of such
he rrors.
CAPITALIZED AT
FIVE MILLIONS.
Panama Construction Company In-
corporated to Finance Oliver's
Bid.
Albany. N. Y., Feb. 6.—The Pana-
ma Construction company, incorporat-
ed to finance the Panama contract,
bid for by Wm. J. Oliver, of Knox-
ville, Tenn., filed articles of incorpora-
tion Monday with the secretary of
state. The capital authorized is $5.-
000,000. The company will begin
business with $1,e00,000.
:The company's principal office will
be in New York city. The directors'
named are John B. MeDonald, John
Peirce, Rbbcrt A. C. Smith. Wm. If.
Sayre, Geo, F. Harriman, all orNew
York city: Wm. J. Oliver, Patrick T.
Walsh. of Davenport, la.. and Robert
Russell. of Lynchburg,- Va. Each of
the directors subscribe, for $e.00ci of
The capital stock.
Maui!, LfingerM Co. 's
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 EL THIRD STREFT: PADITCAH, KY
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSUI-4 ANCE
Accident, Life.ILlabil it. steam Boiler-
Campbell I ili)ek.
'Mice Phone 30o Residence Phone 736
INSURE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 106 Broadway Mamas:Ma 383-4tad1amea 164141
-
Paducah Transfer Company(incorporated.)
GENE RAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPER1OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FIZIOHT. MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD 000p1.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOP ROE BOTH PHONIC&
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Tt INGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make Me Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE 110W. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT
. Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
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MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
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-OUR PACIFIC FLEET I RIVER NEWS
(Nashville Banner.)
There is no probability of imme-
diate war with Japan arising 
out of
-the •San Francisco school inci
dent.
list, at least, is a reasonable 
and
optimistic view of the situation that it
ip best to believe and well to 
encour-
age, but the bristling attitude an
d
quick resentment of the Mikado's 
em-
pire at tins slight affront to the 
dig-
nity of its people, have brought 
the
authorities at Washington to consider
-the poseibilities of such a war and 
the
• necessity for better preparation in 
the
Pacific. This was evidenced by Secre-
tary Taft's request for a greater ap
-
propriation for the defenses in Hawaii
and further evidence is afforded by an
'order that it is reported Secretary
ttletcalf will issue this week designed
to increase the strategic effectiveness
-of the American naval squadrons i
n
Pacific waters All the warships now
al Asiatic waters and those on the
Pacific coast of our country are, it is
said, to be consolidated in one fleet
under command of Rear Admiral
IITOWD son.
At the outbreak of hostilities be-
t 4 twee
n Rifest* and Japan the Russian
ships in the cast were scattered; some
at Chemulpo, some at Port Arthur
and some at Vladivostok. Admiral
Togo attacked them in detail. The
squadron at Chemulpo was assailed
and virtually destroyed before there
had been any open declaration of war.
It seems to be the purpose of Secre-
tary Metcalf to make impossible the
repetition of such tactics if emergency
- 'meld arise.
The fleet, when concentrated, will,
it is said. engage in comprehensive
maneuvers, the object of which will
he "the protection of the Pacific coast
and the insular possessions and de-
pendencies of the United States In the
. vent of war." It is given out an-
thorstatively at %%Ushington that the
iteneral board of service of which
Admiral Dewey is president. has been
for some time taking steps that would
make the fleet in the Pacific more '
effectivz, and that the movement has
no connection with the recent taut
relations with Japan. Still, it is rea-
'humble to believe that these relations
bad something to do with the caeca
lion of this purpose.
It is difficult for the people of the
United States !o come to the full
realization of the importance of the
Pacific ocean. That great sea waa
long the back door of the nation.
beyond which lay thc sleeping orient
I-or nearly three hundred years alone.
no occasional Spanish galleon making
it. slave way from Acapulco to Ma
voila wasothe only craft that craned
the Pacific. Conditions are, very much
• changed now The transcontinental
railroads oi !he United States are all
connezted with trans-Pacific steam-
ship lines, and the great tranaporta-
tem magnates and kings of finance'
• 
like Hill anal Harriman recognize the
• %aloe of that trade The orient is
wak..uttig. lts coMmercial possibili-
ties are vast, and the nation that con-
trols them inn.t he strong Then,
a great and warlike nation as
suddenly sprung up on the Pacific
coast ef Asia where fifty years ago
there were island' inhabited by a race
of unenlightened people excluding
themselves from all intercourse with
the rest of the world.
We have been accustomed to regard
the Atlantic ocean as all important
because on its other side lie. Europe,
hut we have as much to look after in
the Picific now as in the Atlantic.
aitsj our naval strength in that ocean
should be such as to render the na-
tion formidable to any foe that may
menace its interests or possessions.
Besides the Philippine islands and
Hawaii, the United States own. vari-
else small islands in the Pacific, aome
of them suitable for naval rendezvous
and coaling stations. The most im-
portant of these is Guam. with nearly
to,000 people. nine-tenths of whom
can read and write, an island well
446
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watered, well wooded, productive and
possessing an excellent harbor. Tu-
tuila, of the Samoan group, has 6,000
people and the most valuable islands
in the Pacific. It is said that this har-
bor could hold the entire naval force
of the United States and is so perfect-
ly arranged that only two vessels can
enter at the same time. The coaling
station, being surrounded by the high
bluffs, cannot be reached by shells
from the outside. The government
'has increased its capacity to hold to,-
coo tons of coal. Wake Island, in the
direct route from. Honolulu to Hong
Kong, is owned by the United States,
and this country possesses a number
of smaller islands in the Pacific over
which the flag has been hoisted from
time to time. Some are little more
than rocks or coral reefs, but on one
of them, the Midway Island, there is
a colony of telegraphers and a detail
of United States marines in charge of
the relay in the cable line between
San Francisco and Manila. Besides
these are the Aleutian Islands, that
extend from Alaska across the North-
ern Pacific and possess valuable seal
herds that have been attacked by Jap-
anese poachers.
MI of these facts show how neces-
sary it it to guard the Pacific with a
great fleet. When the Panama canal
is completed it will be an easy matter
for ships to pass from one ocean to
the other, but now the fleet in one
ocean is essentially distinct from that
in the other. We need a greater fleet
in the Pacific than we do in the At-
lantic, and our lighting strength there
should be kept at the highest point
of efficiency
Our Sailors.
(Admiral Evans in the National Mac-
azinc.)
If aou could see the boys as I have
seen them; working and studying to
nerfect themselves and win promo-
tion. you would be no less enthusias-
tic than President Roosevelt was after
his trip on the Louisiana, when he
witnessed oith his own eyes the prog-
ref sic are making. The president
desired to see some expert target
nractice during the summer, and we
were fortunate enougsh to make a rec-
ord which stands out prominently in
the history of marksmanship. When
you consider the difficulty under
which this work of firing at sea is car-
ried out and thc exactions with which
the calculations are made—nut only
made but executed—it shows the re-
sults which may be obtained by what
President Roosevelt has so often in-
sisted upon—"Preparedness."
To my mind there is no calling, no
vocation, more honorable and more
likely ma develop the real earnestness
of manhood in the average young man
than a career in the nary. If young
men would only read carefully and
understand what a naval career means
it would certainly inspire an interest
Which would even increase the recruit-
ing of the best blood of America into
the navy today Nearly 7o per cent
of the sailors on board our men-of-
war at the present time are native
born: and while the service offers no
sinecure, but means a great deal of
earnest and hard work, it does offer
for faithful service a sure and certain
and comparatively liberal reward from
Uncle San when the period of active
work is over After thirty years of
faithful service, a pension is issued
averaging about iigoo per annum, and
this means much in encouraging and
concentrating attention toward the
improvement of the service, by the
promotion of deserving young men
Mabel (shocked with the recollec-
tion of it)—"Isn't Edith's new hat
just a horrid fright?" Ethel (as if
receiving congratulation)---!'Isn't it?
I helped her select it!"—Browning's
Magazine
An ounce of push is worth a pound
of lucky charm,
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size s 1-2 by
$4 7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $1
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
-Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
-old subscribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
-art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. It
this one is desired, order No, to, "The
'Spring Girl" No: it, or "The Summed-
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa. about her neck
And a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black_ To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
to take them from the wall for ex-
(4,
amination The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than so cents. The best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to say
that if you arc not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's suftscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $t.
Remit by postoffices, or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. A.:-
deem all orders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St, Lgitist Mo. Ail: !jit."1,6:16'
.1Paing
Cairo, 44.: falli
ng.
Chattanooga*, ;.„5 rising.
Cincinnati, 314
Florence, 10.2 falling.
Johnsonville, 22.1 lolling.
Louisville, to.a
Mt. Carmel, 11.0 falling.
Nastiville 16.2 falling.
Pittsburg, 5.8 falling.
Et. Louis, 11.8 falling.
Mt. Vernon 32.6 falling.
Paducah, 38.7 falling.
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The steamer City of Memphis got
out for the Tennessee river yesterday
afternoon. She remains up that
stream until next Monday when she
comes back here.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
remains at the wharf until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before skipping
away on her return trip.
I The Buttorff came in from Clarks-ville yesterday, left at once for Nash-ville and comes back next Sunday.
This morning at 8 o'clock the steam
en Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo and
comes back tonight.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
The Georgia Lee leaves Memphis
today and gets here Saturday en route
up to Cincinnati.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday and reaches here Saturday on
her oay down to hfemphia.
The big towboat Joe Williams
passed down yesterday en route to
the Mississippi river with a large coal
tow she brought from Pittsburg She
had to let her stacks down in order
to get under the I. C. bridge at Cairo.
The John S. Hopkins left yesterday
for Evansville, restnning her trade
after laying up several weeks and
being overhauled on the marine ways
at Mound City, Ill., from %%hence she
'returned several days ago
The Pittsburg towboat If. M.
Hoak, which blew up at Portland,
0.. last April, has been rebuilt at
Elizabeth, l'a , and will go into com-
mission in a feo weeka. She is equip-
ped wq11 a new battery of boilers, part
of a new hull, new cabin, some of the
substructure and some rico machinery
The owners of the craft, the Monon-
gahela River Consolidated Coal and
Coke company, say that the boat is
now valued at Poo,000.
A Pittsburg dispatch says. "Sonic
river interests declared today that
they would fight the ordinance now
before councils which would permit
the free use oi their wharfboatp. The
wharf is in such bad condition that
loaded wagons cannot be controlled
by the driver going tip or down. The
packets are doing little business at
present, and at least one boat is laid
up because freight cannot be hauled
to and from the boat."
Sevaral empty coal boats reached
Pittsburg within the last few days.
despite the high water.
Oil poured upon the troubled water*
saved the levee at Lawrenceburg,
Ind.. last Tuesday, says the Memphis
Commercial Appeal. The waves were
making such headway, however, that
the fight to save the town, though a
gallant one. wa against heavy odds.
nntil A C. Billup, an experienced sea-
man. who is now a mechanical engi-
neer in Laorcuceburg. suggested the
plan of pouring oil on the waters. He
had seen ocean vessels saved in this
way in a storm, and 'his suggestion
was at once actad upon and proved a
Success.
The steamer Marie sank at Evans-
ville a few days ago. The boat was
valued at $5,000 and owned by Cap-
tain T. J. Goulding. It was insured.
The boat will be raised.
There is not much coal at Pitts-
burg ready for shipment.
A Pittsburg dispatch says "Tow-
boats arc reported to be running
short-handed, and this, means much
trouble in such weather. Some of the
boats that got away within the last
three days did not 'have full crews.
The strike of the Monongahela river
men appears to be directed largely
against the River Coal company, as
some of the independent operators are
known to have made agreements with
the men and have full crews on their
towboat.. The towboat Cahrles Clark
was placed on the Elizabeth marine
ways yesterday to be rebuilt. Thh
Charles Hook, which was recently
bought by the Rogers Sand company.
is to be know-n hereafter as Alice."
A dispatch from Chattanooga, Tenn.,
says: "The 5tramer Parker, belong-
ing to the Dale Sand company of this
city, was blown up today near Wil-
liams, island, a few miles below here
on Tennessee river. James Thomp-
son. captain, was dangerously injured
and a regro fireman is missing."
Whiskey Kills Child.
Cloyd's Landing, Ky., Feb. 6.—At
Black's Ferry, five miles from this
place, Robert Richardson, the little
five-year-old son of Henry Richard-
son, a wealthy farmer, found a bot-
tle of whiskey, drank a part of it, be-
came intoxicated and died froth the
effects of it within a few hours. Af-
ter having drunk the whiskey the
child was found by its parents lying
in a stupor, with its eyes closed, and
although every effort was made to re-
vive it, it disci within a short time
without ever regaining consciousness.
You always can measure a man's
faith by inverse ratio according tet the
fusa he Makes Q.Yer _
•
• SOME CURIOS
AND ODDITIES. *
• •
44•611 46“.****************
The inventor of eau de cologne was
an Italian, Giovanni Farina. Farina
offered vainly to sell his recipe for
$3,750 in 1803, but a few years ago it
was sold by 'his heirs for $z00000.
Chartreuse, the liqueur of the 
thobian monks, was the invention of
an aged baker. On the expulsion of
the Carthusian fathers from France
the chartreuse recipe was sold at auc
tion for $1,75o,000. The French buy
ers undertook, however, a losing busi-
ness, for the monks are now makine
their liqueur in Spain and epicures
prefer it to that of the French firm.
The thin paper on which the Ox-
ford bible is printed is made after a
secret process by the Oxford Univer-
sity Prem. The secret la valued at
$ ,254000.
Absinthe's secret once belonged to
a French chemist. He sold it to a dis-
tiller for $75. The distiller sold it for
$50,000. It is not now worth its
original $75, having leaked out.
The world was white with snow.
Snow flurries rose up and danced
whirling like white demons down the
'
road before the bitter wind.
"Br-i-n," said the half-frozen plas-
terer, "we'll brew a cup of tea."
"But you've no fire."
"Don't need no fire."
He made a hole in a pile of lime,
poured water into the hole and set
'his tea kettle in the water.
The lime smoked, hissed. The
water began to. bubble.
"Here y'are," said the plasterer a
few minutes later, advancing with two
cups of hot and fragrant tea.
"Why do the young men of Amer-
ica sneer at the waiter's calling?" said
the quiet man in the black swallow-
tail coat. "A waiter can travel all
over the world, become a superb lin-
guist and easily earn from $25 to Sao
a week. yet the young clerk or sales-
man with 'eight per and no future
sneers at him.
"When I was a aoung chap my
mother wanted me to take a job in a
department store belling collars. Not
I. I said I'd be a waiter. And my
mother was shocked.
"Yet, look at me. .ac a waiter I
travel wherever I wish. One winter
I'm at Egypt, the next on the Riviera.
the next in Rome. Spring finds me in
Paris and thence I leap the channel
in time for the London season. In
autumn f am back in America again
with full pockets.
"I have learned French, German
and Italian. I have made friends with
many rich, intelligent, amiable people.
I have seen the world and earn $2.000
a year. Yet clerks and counter jump-
er' think they can sneer at me They
had better learn my trade."
DOCTOR.
"Your heart is void; no lione•t !ad
%Mould pause a moment there."
Anotho cried in deep distress:
"I would that I were dead;
My path was bright and happy once,
But now it, light has tied;
I gave my young and trusting heart
Unto a fickle lover.
Who left me with my shattered stream
And wedded with another."
DOCTOR:
"You need a counter-irroatit
Go get another lover."
Hr.
Then came a youth with anxious ice.
Who in this wise began:
A I knox my case is desperate.
But help me if you can;
I want to put it to you plain.
And ask: 'What would you do
If you were tired of Genevieve,
And she was tired of you?"'
se,"
DOCTOR'.
"I cannot bring the dead, to life—
There's nothing I can do."
- -Charles Hamilton Musgrnve in
Louisville Poet
JOHN MELOAN
MAKES A SPIEX.
John Meloan, well known to Ken-
tuckians, now on the Obion (Tenn.)
Enterprise, is making quite a "rep."
as a humorist. Here's his eulogy of a
certain Kentuckian:
"We note that Hon.   over in
 
 
county, Kentucky, is a can-
didate for re-election to the state sen-
ate. it was our pleasure to be born
and reared in the district he now rep-
resents, and as the Enterprise has
some circulation over there we desire
to speak a good word for him. It has
been the acme of our enjoyment in
the Past to oppose the political ambi-
tions of this young man on personal
grounds and because we didn't think
he was 'fittena And, we may add that
he always seemed to derive equally as
much pleasure in sitting up all night
devising ways and means to defeat
our political aims and aspirations.
Anyhow 'he was elected to fill out an
unexpired term, and We, thank good-
ness, are not so prejudiced or narrow-
minded that we refuse to recognize
merit and ability or decline to ac-
knowledge our mistakes in estimating
the value of A public man just be-
cause he happens to be on the 'other
side.' We have been shot at too
much of late years to judge a man's
markmanship by his clothes, or by the
make of gun he totes.  imme-
diately took rank with the leading
members, and 'he wasn't in the capi-
1
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tol fen days until the older heads
recognized the fact they had a power
to deal with in the young fellow from
. He is quick in parliament-
ary tactics, learned in the law and
keen as a brier in debate. His record
in the senate is a credit to 'his people
and a honor to himself. He is aggres-
sive and energetic. He works at his
desk in Frankfort while marry other
members are '2 tte n di n g the theater eir
standing tiptoe in the. big ball room
trying to see w'hat is to be seen, as
decollette sassiety whirls by in the
mazy waltz, with nothing on but a
draw-striggand a yard of silk gauze.
We honestlalieveht would be noth
ing but right for  10 be sent
back to tire senate without opposition,
where he may further dIstinguish higa.
self. And he'll go bads, all rigitt--.
all right." _
sa
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
. City Jailer.
We are Authorized to announce the
candidacy* foe A. Purchase for city
jailer, sureCt to the action of the
democratic.party.
Nye are.authocized to announce the
candtdag of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
city jailer, subject to the action of
the democratic party.
NVe are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
subiect to the action of the
democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hyrnarsh for city
jailer. subject to the action of the
democratic party.
Railroad Commissioner.
We are authorized to announce
George W. Landram, of Livingston
county, as a candidate for rairoad
comatissioner from the First Rail.
:(.ad district of Kentucky: subject to
the action Of the dernocratic party.
--
City Treasurer.
We :ire authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
Thursday Morning. February 7. into.
Letting Public Contracts.
An afternoon paper in making a few
suggestions to the city officials says
that in letting contracts that the best
man should be considered, and that
!:.r officials should act just like they
would in handling their own affairs_
That paper then says no favoritism
should be shown. In a sense the sug-
gestion es sound, but could it be ap-
*plied to the public's business' An
individual in spending his own money
can select the man to whom he de-
sires to t,olve the contract and pay a
larger price for the work . he
chooses, and it is nobody's business
but his own. It often occurs that
it is economy to pay one man more
for a job than to pay a less price
to one who would not do as good
work, but if a public board should
attempt to do such a thing a great
late and cry would di raised and the
motives behind the act severely criti-
cised. The potcy pnroutil by public
boards is to let contracts to the low-
est and best bidder. The public does
vot attach as mtich weight to the
"best bidder- as it does to the "low-
c•t bidder," for the reason that in
all contracts it is specified just how
tee work i3 to be performed and a
bond is exeacti t TffiI the con-
tract. While the OffiCials might be-
lieve that the lowest bidder might
poi do the work as iatisfattorily as
cue who bids a higher figure they
(Men have no Inky of proving to the
aatisfactian of the pubric that such
11.: really true, -and that being the
case they woaM -find it difficult to
justify their •'action should they ig-
nore the lowest bid and give the
ontract to some one Bidding a higher
sonce. And no matter how sincere
they might be mt the belief that it
-would be best for the thy to ignore
the lorst bid, should any citizen
see Mato enjoin the letting of the
contract to a higher bidder, it would
davelop upon the officials to
.0prove to the satisfaction of the colirt
that the lowest bidder hIS a general
i-cputatisn for incompetency and Infl-
ate to! perform his contracts, and
s,
even then it Might be argued that the
1 ond hin executes .is a suffinient guar-
antee that he will render value • re-
rceived.
Therit.i.4.a Vast difference between
ale transacting his own bussness ahd
elheansatta business for other=
the first instance Ile can do as he
pleases and pay any price for the
work, but when spending money for
others, if there is not a limit to be
observed, it would be an easy matter
for an indifferent official to award
ccntracts regardless uf the bids that
might be made.
Senator Bailey was quite indus-
trious in the capacity of a harrower
when it came to legislating for cer-
tain interests. At the investigation
Tuesday it developed that he bor-
rowed tan soo from John W. Gates
at the time he, Bailey, favored mak-
ing Port Arthur a port of entry; and
it was also testified that Gates held
a large interest at that place. The
taste Bailey gave for the loan did not
bear interest.
--•-••••-•••••••••---.
"The Twilight of the Bosses."
In an article bearing the above title
the New York Evening Post' in a
blithe spirit points out that the anti-
boss hurricane which struck the coun-
try last November 'has by no means
abated. "In state after state," says
The Post, "resentment of boss dicta-
tion seems even more wrathful than a
twelvemonth ago." It is shown that
Dick in Ohio, Penrose in Pennsyl-
vania, Lodge in Massachusetts, Dry-
den in New Jersey, Odell and Murphy
in New York, are the objects of bit-
ter attack by members of their own
party. "Such a politkal break-up.
with its attendant uncertaintiesanakes
the situation wholly unprecedented."
says this article, and suggests that the
bosses "ought to be forming a so-
ciety for first aid to the mighty
fallen."
So pronounced is this movement
that the New York World (dem.), for
instance, which has been criticising
District Attorney Jerome severely, is
now sirtually supporting him because
be is making war no Murphy, boss of
Tammary. The World calls attention
to Mayor M'eClellan's victary over
Murphy. and asks.
"Rut is this to prove only a passing
triumph of political decency over boss
rule? Is this man Mkrrphy, who has
been repudiated by the peonle and
stripped of his power over the city
government, to be allowed to retain
control of the democratic organiza-
tion and make or unmake candidates
for governor or other state office?
"That is the question which the
democrats of New York county must
answer at the primaries. No man can
remain at the head of Tammany hall
except he has back of him a maiority
of the district leaders. Should the
primary elections go against Mur-
nhy's di=trict leaders Murphy is done
for. His arrogant over-lordship is
ended. lie will name no candidate for
governor. 'He will head no delegation
to the state convention hound and
gagged by the unit rule. lie will not
be tke arbiterof the destinies nethe
democratic party in New York in the
fall elections."
Germany and America
(Nashville Banner )
The talk .of trouble with Japan is
likely to bring between the United
States and Germany what the diplo-
mats call a rapprochement. Our re-
lations with the Kaiser's govern-
ment have never been other than
frendly. but the cordiality was a trifle
strained about the time of the Spanish
war, when Admiral Dewey and Ad-
miral Von Deltrich passed some tin-
pleasantries at Manila. There has
been. some apprehension in this coun-
try. too, that Germany was likely to
disregard our Monroe doctrine and
might attempt to appropriate portions
of South America for colonization
; imposes.
At the same fime very cordial rela-
tions existed with Great Britain, and
the ancient tics of kinship and a com-
mon language were brought to mind
to strengthen the good feeling. Great ,
nritain, America and Japan were
jointly conending for the open door
in China, while Germany, Russia and
perhaps other powers of continental ;
Lurope advocated the "sphere of in- ,
fluence" policy and were suspected of
an intention to partitIon the Celestial,
empire and appropriate its trade to its,
own uses. The success of Japan
againat Russia put an end to any plan
for appropriating Chinese territory
and left the field clear for all comers
:h °tient:II commerce. But Japan
a:p1 Great Britain are allies, and are
both now, so it is said, jealous of the
growth of American prestige in the
Orient. I
The Germans gave strong sympathy
to Russia in its war with japan, and
have never ceased to emphasize the
et:lager of 'the yellow peril." These
csnditions have made a common
ground for the United States and
Germany in the event of a conflict
between this country and Japan.
At the Algeciras conference the
American representatives are said to
have shown preference for Germany
over the Anglo-French combination.
Germany in that conference found
almost a United Europe in opposition
ral was probably gratified with
American- sympathy.
There is a remdrkable personal
friendship between President Roose-
velt and the Emperior William, prob-
alny growing out of their sins:Loin-
•
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PADUCAHAIS MOTHER FOL- BETTER SERVICE PROMISED
LOWS HUSBAND TO GRAVE BY STREET CAR PEOPLE
MRS. W. H. PINKERTON HAD THE MISFORTUNE TO LOSE
YESTERDAY BY DEATH HER MOTHER, MRS. JNO. BOURNE,
OF GHENT, KY., WHO FOLLOWED TO THE GRAVE HER
a HUSBAND BY ONLY A FEW DAYS, HE DYING LAST FRI-
DAY—MR. WILLIAM DAVIS DIED AT CALVERT CITY—ED-
WARD CARTER'S LITTLE BOY PASSED AWAY—MRS. ALICE
TREWALL DIED AT HINKLEVILLE YESTERDAY.
The community will be shocked
sadly to learn of the double affiction
overcoming Mrs. W. H. Pinkerton,
who telegraphed from Ghent, Ky.,
that her mother, Mrs. John Bourne,
died after a short illness. The dis-
solution is made more grievous on
account of the fact that only a few
days ago the father of Mrs. Pink-
erton passed away at his home in that
city, after a brief sickness also.
:Mrs. Pinkerton was called to Ghent
last week by the illness of her parents
and last Friday Mr. Bourne passed
away, to be followed yesterday by
his estimable and noble wife, who
was one of the most excellent and
consistent Christian ladies of that
tit).
The funeral services will occur
either today or tomorrow. Rev. Pink-
erton, who went two weeks ago to
Sedalia, !nos to hold a series of. re-
aival meetings, has closed them and
is now its Ghent, where his rrionser
is sick.
Mrs. Bourne was about fifty-five
years of age and had many friends in
Paducah wheat- she often visited her
daughter.
Death at Calvert City.
Mr. William 'Davis passed away
yesterday of heart trouble at his home
in the Calvert City section of Mar-
shall county. The remains will be
buried today at the neighboring cern-
e.cry.
Mr. Davis was the well known far-
mer whose advanc ed age caused him
to retire some years ago. lie was
known in Paducah. lie alwass stood
high in the community, being a man
of honor and integrity.
Besides Ins wife he is survived by
the following children: nfr. 0. T.
Davis and Mira Jeff Barrett of this
city; B. F. Davis of Tiptonville,
Tenn.; J. N., L. A. and n(ilburn Davis,
of Calvert City.
Child Died.
The 16-months-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Carter died yesterday
afternoon at 4:30 o'clock of inflama-
tion of the bowels at their home on
Bernheim avenue. This afternoon at
3 o'clock the funeral services will be
land at the residence, with interment
in Oak Grove cemetery. Mr. Carter
is connected with the M. Livingston
wholesale grocery house of North
First street.
Died of Complications.
At 9:30 o'clock yesterday morning
Mrs. Alice Trewalla died at their
home in Ifinklesille after an illness
s.ith eompheated diseases. The fun-
eral will be held at to o'clock tomor-
row morning with burial at the Pleas-
ant Hill cemetery.
Mrs. Trewalla was sixty years of
age and widow of the late Samuel
Trewalla who passed away six years
ago. Slhe was a most excellent wo-
man who often came to this city.
v:hore she was well and met* estim-
ably known.
Her _surviving sister is Mrs. Jake
Condurant. uhile Mesdames Thomas
Fettrell and Frank Armstrong are
her daughters. Her son is Me. Sam-
seventy-seven years of age and well eel Trewalla, all of near Hinkleville.
of temperament. It is said that they
hase frequently exchanged letters.
The very large German population
in the United States is another thing
to produce cordial relations between
the two countries. Germany is a
gat and powerful nation, and its
friendship :s by no means m be dc-
Mayor of the Ohio River.
(Indianapalis News)
John Sweeney, representative from
Crawford and Perry, who is known
as the mayor of the Ohio river, and
president of the Tell City Soap tlub.
has been connected with the general
assembly in various capacities as sen-
ator, representative and employe since
1881. However, there were four years
I of that time that he was in the UnitedStates secret sersince, having been ap-
pointed by President Cleveland. It is
not Much of an office that ever es-
capes John
How the Bie Bugs Get Sick.
The Louisville Courier - Journal
grows pathetic in its pen picture of
Senator Dryden, the president Of an
nisurance company, who, so it is re-
ported, retired from the contest for
re-election on account of "ill health."
It seems that up in New Jersey, the
home of trusts and financial sharks,
that the people are beginning to see
things, and one of those things is that
it is best for the people to refuse to
send men to congress Who are in any
way identified with insurance com-
panies, railroads or the trusts. The
Courier-Journal points out a few nota-
ble precedents for the sudden illness
of Senator Dryden, and it might have
added that the late President Alex-
ander, of the Equitable, became
broken in 'health when the insurance
investigation began to show results.
Then Chauncey Depew. the "peach,"
lost his health when 'his connection
with railroad and iesurance legislation
was being exposed and had to go
into retirement for a period so as to
enable his shattered health and frame
to recuperate. We believe that Sena-
tar Platt, of New York. also had 3
serious spell about the time lurid ac-
counts of his reported escapades were
made public. At the time the Stand-
ard Oil investigations pointed towards
the jail, Rockefeller did not feel so
well, but as soon as the prosecutions
developed into mere fines, the old
gentleman became as sprightly as
ever and handed out as liberal as ever.
advice on the evils of riches; a quar-
ter of a cent raise on a gallon of oil
would more than pay any and all fines
that could be assessed against the oil
mondpoly. Since nhinkirtg over the
matter, we believe that the year of
loon was by far the most unhealthy
year that men in high financial circles
ever experienced.
Th malady with which the big hues
suffered seem to baffle the skill of the
best physicians in the land, and_ in
diagnosing the disease its nature .was
so peculiar that they could never finel
a name to designate it. °tiler than'ill
health. The way the disease attacks
its victims is fully explained by the
Courier-Journal in the Dryden rase.
hich nescrilic ss ninon's: _ 
N
-••••
"Senator Dryden now takes his
place on the list of distinguished in-
valids whose condition has played so
conspicuous a part in American affairs
in recent years. Like the others, his
health 'has failed him at a critical
moment of his career. The same co-
incidence that has marked the illness
of the others marks his. He appar-
ently was able to sit up and take nour-
ishment during the days of the cam-
paign for the election of a New Jer-
sey legislature. His strength was
equal to the task of perfecting an or-
eaniration and conducting the prt-
liminaries of his fight for re-election
to the United States senate. %%lien
thc legislature was called to order he
Was a little pale, perhaos. but he-sat
steady in the boat. Vben the first
ballot was taken and he faind of re.
clestion he was ditappointed, but his
eves were just as keen as ever and
he looked as hale as the rock of Gin
raltan There ass a spring in hit
walk, there was courage in his talk
fie was still for government control
of the insurance business, for himself
for senator, and for a lone life of
good health and hapniness. Day after
day the ballot was taken and nay after
day he v.-as not elected. The dead-
lock gave nn sians of yielding to him.
"Put our hero was not the kind of
a man to step down softly and say:
Tye quit'—not While his health last-
ed.
"It is as suddenly that he became a
sick man. The suddenness of the at-
tack surprised his intimates. But there
was nothing strange about it, nor im-
possible. Recent history is full of
similar cases. Jueiee Andy Hamilton.
by the same striking whim of fate,
became very ill just about the time
he was wanted to tellobout the lobby
scandals of the New Yorw insurance
conmanies, and had to go to Europe.
F., If. Harriman was ordered by his
Physicians not to leave his bed about
a month ago. when the interstate
commerce commission desired his
nresence to testify to certain railroad
transactions, and he was quite tinex-
oeetedly and onite seriously ill for
fully a week. These are cited amen"
tne numerous precedents to Which
Senator Dryden might point. Let
than, narrow-minded and nnsvanna-
noak rano-no—if <nen there be—who
(Ionia Senator Dryden's illness lane
them. cirri how they can persist in
their saerairism is beyond commehen-
nem. St/rely if the others craild be-
come sundenlv'ill at eritical mem-lents
ne ems. nne-lris not less versatile, re-
sourceful anirnapable than they. Of
coarse, he is ill.
"Ttannilv. Senator nrydena
eineaves arcaranees that the Senator
is not seriously ill. /In is inst ill
enonght to be unable to continue in
ena nain fa• saastor. hence, a ca mat-
es, nr cpig (1915V. ft` Wel? ac he&s-
illies to intict the los:45in the state
he loves on well, be ,retire from
•ne race. .1-Tis nhysician, being no
nrrinhatadoes not ass, when 'no C5T11-
fn. will recover his ranekle lee(
health. bat. kerns:ilia that distal-
vaisnen ttatrymarns Tacna-eel-mitap now-
era it ls safe in civ that he w;11
to irenrove ;ott as coon as. re-0,
many of netirincr is over and *a+ he
'nail he an anel abont, with his smilina
face and elastic sten aniner hnsine!e P.
the old stand, when the esaiterneut of
the incident has abated a bit"
•
GENERAL MANAGER BLEECKER INFORMED CITY RAILROAD
COMMITTEE YESTERDAY THAT THE SOUTH SIXTH
STREET TROUBLE WAS OCCASIONED BY THE DEFECT-
IVE CURVE AT SIXTH AND CLARK STREETS, WHERE
LARGE CARS JUMP OFF EVERY TIME THEY TRY TO
SWERVE OVER THE CURVE FROM CLARK INTO SIXTH
STREET—CURVE TO BE R ELAID WHEN GOOD WEATHER
COKES.
Better service is promised the street
car patrons on South Sixth as far up
as Broad street by General Manager
John S. Bkecker. of the Traction
company, who announces that the
trouble which inconveniences passen-
gers on that line is caused by the
curve at Sixth and Clark. The track is
laid in such a way that large double'
motor cars cannot get over the curve
in rounding from Clark street into
Sixth. Mr. Bleecker 'held a confer-
ence yesterday afternoon with Alder-
men Hank, Smith and Stewart, of
the city upper legislative board, and
promised to have things remedied as
soon as possible after favorable
weather opens. People along- South
Sixth 'have been complaining for sev-
eral months now, contending that
sometimes they have to wait forty
five minutes and an hour for a car.
The situatinn. became such that pa-
tience ceased to be a virtue with the
residents of that section, and they
laid the proposition before the city
officials and urged that something be
done towards eomoelling the traction
people to aive better service to the
patrons. The legislative boards re-
ferred the question to the railroad
committce, which way the boils. cien-
ferring with the eeneral manager yes-
terday at the city hall.
Me. Pleeeker explained that it was
not a shostaac ai cars on that di ion
that caused the people to wait so long
but :he trouhle arose over the fact
that the Sixth and (lark street curve
was not properly laid by the Colum-
bia Construcrion company. which out
the cane densn for the traction pen-
stk. The curve will not permit of a
large douhle-rnntor car going over it.
the ear invariably jumping the rails
in Irvine to swerve from Clark into
Small Siath street. The derailment
of the ears brine univoislahle delavii
while when the smaller Cars are put
on they encounter trouble also getting
around 'he curve.
On sha! division there is a ten min-
ate tette/in)c. one far pa...inv each
nirectlea every ten minaten hut Mr
Wrecker claim, the curve causes all
the inconvenienc;na del•va andothst
inst as sone ae rood weather came
he wisela hnee the etirve rela41. as he
has had !Ni0 tun for sfeee t;••-e- with
the constreetiem eiresnaliv etoie. the
1100%.40 for him. Pe ili•eriverecl *he SIC-
ft-cure curse several weeks ago and
immediately notified the constructions
people it must be remedied, but this
cannot be done during the present
bad weather.
Complaints come frons every por-
tion of the city regarding the slow,
movement of the cars, people having
to wait as they never had to do here-
tofore. On the Broadway line anyone
has to wait not less than thirty min-
utes for a car after 7:3o o'clock each
night.
ABOUT PSOPLE.
Grover Cleveland has agreed to de-
liver a Washington's birthday ora-
1;011 in Chicago
Mrs. Mark Hanna is now living in
‘Vashington and giving dinners to
persons of distinction.
Henry A. Ricbsvdsop, triiited.Stales
senator-elect from Delaware, had the'
courage to give a dinner without wine
to the Legislature wh'ich elected him.
Bird S. Coler, who had Sornething
otc•re than a local reputaaon in for-
mer days, and Who is now borough
reisident of Brooklyn. now openly
declares himself a socialist.
ltalo Campanini. won a quarter of a
century ago used to be the opratic
idol of New York, is burled in Parma
aril his grave lies between those of.
F>ganine and Bottesini. Every year
New York woman who was a stock-
1,4,Ider in the old Acadamy of Music,
in the golden days of the tenons ca-
racr, makes a pilgrimage to Parma
to lay a wreath on the grave
A Ffir Exchange.
(Washington lieralds
If congressmen and senators will
sign a bond not to lecture and write
for the magazines the country will
consider tbc raise in salary a fine In-
v es:merit.
OesItle Warning.
Owensboro, Ky. Feb. 6.—Eanpioys•
of the Owensboro Wagon Works wise
had refused to strike when the place
was imisonizeil found bundles of
snitches at their doors 'kith warn-
ings that if they did not strike at
once they would be tarred and teeth
tred.
Removal Sale!
41,3:7-Arr.: BY MRS. A. A. BaLSLEYe
ON ACCOUNT OF MY REM OVAL FROM MY PRESENT
QUARTERS, 3:4 BROADWAY, WHITE & SIRK'S. I WILL
CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK OF MILLINERY. MIL-
LINERY NOTIONS. FANCY GOODS. ETC., WITHIN T H E
NEXT THIRTY DAYS AT GREAT SACRIFICE SALE COM-
MENCES MONDAY MORNING. FEBRUARY a. COST PRICES
NO CONSIDERATION. NEW LOCATION WILL BE AN-
NOUNCED LATER.
Mrs. A. A. Balsley
 .4111•11111111111111111•11.
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock  $100,000
Surplus  $34,000
nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULLN, Cashier
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. 890.
SCHOOL BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
We have every thing needed by the scholars for the second
On a number of items We iati CUM you money.term.
Come early, you might not get what you need if you wait
to long.
D. E. Wilson M Book usic ManWe ®,
Harbour's Department Store
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3 1 7 Broadway. - Exclusive Ready-to-Wear
Fur Coat would feel mighty good
, and warm these cold days
 111•••.•mn. an.111111••••• 
Are selling them for about half
the regular price, and fine
ones, too.
• • • • * + • 4. • 4' • • • • •
4. •
POPULAR WANTS. •
4 4
• • • • • • • • 
• • •
FOR RENT—Elegant' Steam heat-
ed office. Rare chance to, get central
location. Address are The
Register.
1111••••
FOR RENT—Nicely furnished
front rooms, northeast corner Ninth
and Jefferson.
FOR SALE—A lot of shelving and
• counters at a sacrifice. Come quick.
0. A. Taw, grocer, corner Fifth and
Jefferson streets.
FURNISHED ROOMS with first
w class board. 533 Madison St., cot bib
*Ai 
• WANTED—White woman to Loeb
alter children and assist in general
boast keping—good wages. Refereace
reqvired. Old 'Phooe 867.
041 01
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream
FOR SALE—Drug store. stock and
ohow cases at a bargain. Apply at
the Register.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones
FOR - RENT—New brick houte
apt Jefferson-6 desirable MOMS and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats. Sev
'nth snd Broadway. Apply to B.
Scott.
•
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men betereen
ages of 21 and 35; otirena of United
States, of godff character and tern
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruitine Officer. New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
andit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms rea.asnahle.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., :18 Fra
ternity building.
• to DEGREES BELOW
ZERO AT HOPTOWN.
Hopkinsville. Ky.. Feb. 6.—The goy
a ernment thermometer herelast nigRt
registered to degrees below zero, this
• being the lowest point by Is degrees
that has been reached this winter.
For two days preceding this spell in-
termittent sncwirs covered the ground
to a depth of about five inches, and
sleighing and coasting lire now being
much enjoyed.
Peculiar Accident.
- Decatur, Ala., FAR 6.-In some un-
known way Haywood Simpson's over-
coat caught in a set screw while he
was on4he steamer Pierson and his
coat wis wo-..nd up. The accident
happen a week ago. Mr. Simpson
has just died 19 a result.of the acci-
dent.
1
 
-•ruutirtnnrt.nrt.rulftrIftftrULCLIITLACISI1
1 Prevents and Cures Chap-ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin sat, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
ishes caused by the cold
winds.
1 DELJGHTFUL TO USEAFTER. SHAVING
1 For Sale only at.
BACON'S 1
DRUG STORE
Artrtnruarvi -u-sruants.-tr rut .^..n.ruousttri
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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• PERSONAL MENTION. *
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Captain Oscar I. Barrett of Cincin-
nati is in the city.
Mr. Sydney • Loeb leaves next Sun-
day for Oklahoma where he marries
February 14.
Dr. Samuel Winstead returned last
night from Tennessee, where he
placed his son, Samuel, in the Bell-
buckle college.
'Mrs. James P. Tarvin of Covington,
Ky., arrived yesterday and is at The
Palmer
Mr. Ir. C. Morris, the timber man,
is home from a several week's trip to
afferent West Tennessee points on
bit: mess.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Walton yes-
terday went to St. Louis and from
there go to Oklahoma and Texas.
Mrs. H. I'. Jones of Nashville ar-
rived yesterday to live with her son.
Mr If. W. Jones. at the Garner resi-
dence on Frith and Kentucky.
Mrs. W. B. Mills of West Jefferson
is sisiting her sister, Mrs. Marc An-
thony of Lexington, Ky.
Mrs. John WI Fitzhugh of Jackson
Miss., has returned home after visit-
ing her parents, Rev. and Mrs. W
T. Bolling. Her sister, Miss Mary
Zoning, accompanied her.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Russell yestee-
day left for New Orleans and Cuba
to be gone several weeks.
Mrs. Charles James of EvansviBe
has returned home after visiting her
inother, Mrs. D. L Sanders.
Mr. Edward Bringhurst and wife
ar:ived yesterday at Cuba' origeir
eliding trip.
Mrs. Wm. Brown of Mayfield It
visiting :he family of Me. C. L.
Brown.
Miss Polly Durrett has gone to
Cairo for a visit.
Misses Susie Wethcrall and Blan-
che Hills went last night to Michigan
to spend several months.
Mr. F. Higgins and wife of St.
Louis arrived here yesterday from
Mexico and are guests of their daugh-
ter. Mrs. Robert D. MacMillan of
%Vest Broadway.
Mrs. J. H. Sulivan of North Sixth
has gone to Mobile, Ala.. to visit.
Miss Mabel Hart of Henderson re-
turned home yesterday after visiting
.Mrs. L. A. 1Vashington of West
Broadway.
Mr. Abe Reasor Evansville return-
ed home yesterday after spending sey-
cral tiara here where he formerly
lived
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 
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• NEWS IN BRIEF. •
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••1111*
—The Junior Guild of Grace church
meets at 4 o'clock this afternoon.
—Lucas W. Ross, aged IS years.
of Murray, was sworn into the army
here yesterday by Lieutenant Reed,
and immediately sent to Washington,
D. C., for hospital corps serviee.
—Mr. and Mrs. Bomar Sweeney. of
Tolar. Tex., have a daughter at their
home. Mrs. Sweeney was formerly
Miss F-stee Newell, daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. T. J. Newell, of Paducah
i..ntil last fall.
—There was no session yesterday
of the police court, as no arrests had
been made the prcceeding twenty-
four hours, and ready for trial.
—Mrs. Lawrence Razor of Sixth
7nd Harrison, is confined in a private
nard at Riverside hospital where to-
day her car will be operated on.
—The Mayfield authoritiee have
neser yet established the identity of
the man giving his name as Doyle,
and "who; was .bunted in the-Stinday
nit ç th:st.,ilst.tioyed the Parker
House there.
—The Woman's' club yesterday, re-1
ccived from Major Moses Bloom of
St. Louis, a check for $30 for the
fund of which the women will build
ditir club house.
—Tyler, the little villaeg one mile
outside Paducah beyond Mechanics-
burg, is divided, one side wanting a
new building for the public schools
and the other opposing it, and there
they are, fighting it
AMID WORLD
OF PLEASURE
MISS VERENA GRIEF AND
MAURICE LENIHAN MAR-
RIED YESTERDAY.
CIVIC DEPARTMENT OF
WOMAN'S CLUB MET
MAGAZINE CLUB WILL MEET
WITH MRS. BIRDIE CAMP-
BELL AT 2:30 P. N.
Hotel Craig Guests Entertain With
Progressive Euchre Tomorrow
Evening—Social Events.
In presence of a large assembly of
admiring friends Miss Verena Grief
and Mr. Maurice Lenihan were mar-
tied at 2:30 o'clock yesterday after-
noon at St. Francis de Saks by Rev.
Father Jansen. After the nuptials the
pair went to Mayfield to visit the
gioonds parents, and returning short-
ly, they will take up their home at
the bride's residence, nee West Jef-
ferson street.
The contracting pair are popular
and highly esteemed young people,
the pretty bride being the winsome
and attractive daughter of Mrs. Joa-
reit Grief of West Jefferson, while
the groom is an attache of value at
',
the Illinois Central railroad.
Woman's Club Department.
The Civic department of the Wo-
tnan's club met yesterday morning
with Miss Adine Morton of Broad-
way near Sixth street, at which time
this branch of the club was thorough-
ly organized and much work outlined
for them to take up. Mrs. John G.
Miler is chairman and the depart-
mental members will co-operate with
the municipal authorities in matters
pe:taining to advancement of the
city. During yesterday's gather-
ing a number of committees were ap-
pointed.
CONTRACT FOR CARRY EX PARTE SUIT
NEW RESIDENCE TO APPELLATE BENCH
CONTRACTOR DAVIS WILL
CONSTRUCT THE NEW
LOEB HOME.
Magazine Club Meeting.
On account of the death at Ghent.
Ky ,of Mrs. John Bourne, mother
of Mrs. W. II. Pinkerton, who re-
sides at the Whitefield home on Seel
cnth and Kentucky avenue, the Maga-
zne club will not meet this afternoon
with Miss Katherine Whitefield as
otiginally intended, but gather at the
residence of Mrs. Birdie Campbe:1 of
Broadway at 2:30 o'colck.
Fine Masque Ball.
A grand time nas had last night by
a large crowd a: the masque ball giv-
en in the Red Men's hall on North
Fourth street. the dancers remaining
on the floor until an early hour this
morning.
Progressive Euchre.
The guests of Hotel Craig %sill en-
tertain tomorrow evening with a very
handsome euchre at the hostelry on
Fifth and Jefferson streets.. They
hay: invited quite a hrge party of
fiiends to enjoy the evening with
them.
Kalesophic Club.
The Kalesophic club meets tomor-
row morning v.-i:11 Miss Elizabetii Sin-
note of North Ninth street.
Handsome Card Party.
In a handsome manner Mrs.
Hughes McKnight and Miss Sarah
Sanders of West Jefferson street en-
tertained at cards yesterday after-
noon at The Palmer complimentary
to Mrs. William D. Sanders of Co-
lumbus, Miss.
Entre Nous Cub.
This, afternoon the Entre
club holds with Miss Lllie Mae
stead ble meeting postponed
Tuesday.
Nous
Win-
from
Looks Mighty Suspicious.
Many friends are anxiously antia-
patmg definite announcement regard-
ing the expected marriage of a cer-
tain prominent stock dealer of this
county and a wealthy widow of Chi-
cago. Tho former resides sevenal
miles from this city beyond Oak
Grove cemetery, and at present_ is
having a very handsome home built
RECORDS NOW BEING TRANSCRIBED SO LITIGATION CAN
BE LAID BEFORE THE JUDGES AT FRANKFORT—HENRY
ARENZ FILED BILL OF EXCEPTIONS IN CASE WHERE HE
WAS FINED "no FOR RUN NINO A "BUCKET SHOP"
COURT REFUSED NEW TRIAL TO EVANSVILLE BRICK
COMPANY IN SUIT AGAIN ST CONTRACTOR BRIDGES—
NEW ACTIONS FILED WH EREIN PAR'T-IES WANT DAM-
AGES FOR PERSONAL INJURIES. •
The ex parte suit filed by the city
officials to have legally tested the
thirty eolice bill will be carried to
the appelate bench at Frankfort for
final decision, the public officers of
Paducah desiring Chat the highest
tribunal in the commonwealth pass
on the law. Judge Reed decided sev-
eral days ago, in the circuit court
'here, that the enactment of the Ken-
tucky state legislature was legal
where it comeplled second-class cities
to maintain police forces of not less
than thirty patrolmen, and now the
city solicitor is having the records in
the litigation copied so he can lodge
the matter before the appellate bench.
Under the usual niode of procedure
the ease would nut come before the
appellate judges until next April, but
the city solicitor is going to Frank-
fort next week to get the court to is-
sue a special order docketing the liti-
gation for the present term now in SC9
sion there. The oui• will then be ad-
vanced on the docket so as to be
taken up right away and a final de-
cision gotten within the next kw
weeks.
Adopt Grandchild.
In the circuit court yesterday the
judge issued an order permitting C.
W. Morrison, the commission mer-
chant, to legally adopt as his son and
heir his grandchild, Alvey Boyd, son
of Smith Boyd.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
reported that he had collected $2,210
in the suit of Effie Leigh against the
Citizens' Savings bank and paid out
every cent of it. is.052-52 going to the
bank.
In the litigation of the M'echanics'
and Farmers' Savings bank against
Tames Vlaholeas. the master commis-
sioner filed a statement showing he
had received $322. paid out $10-59.
leaving a balance of $163.41 in his
hands.
The plaintiff's motion for a new
ly•organized concern, is preparing to
open a general merchandise establish-
ment at Kevil. E. T. Jett and Charles
Harting of Lamont. and Louis Lack
of Kevil are the owners.
Mr. Wm. Gray the Fourth street
buffet man. Has leased the 404 Broad-
way building, formerly occupied by
Henry Arenz's "bucket shop." and
will open up a cafe for ladies and
gentlemen, to be separate from that
he runs now in connection %kith his
saloon on South Fourth.
The
ADDItIONAL RI/ER
Harry Brown has gone down
w;th a tow of forty-one coal 
boats.bound for New Orleans.
The Reaper got here from Mem-
rhts yesterday with eight empty coal
boat,.
The St. Louis and Tennesse River
Packet company filed suit in the cir-
cuit court against J. F. Briggs for
Sao., claimed due as a freight bill.
Captain Thomas Murray, the ship
bu leer, has gone to Memphis and
taken a position with the big dock
company there. He will build several
additional sections for the docks when
silting opens, making the flotilla large
euough to handle the largest steam-
Etats afloat.
Alderman Can Sit Up.
Aiderman Edward 1.) Hanna-, is
able to sit up at his home on Fifth
and Harrison streets, but cannot yet
leave the house. He has been' sick
for three weeks with fever which for
a isehile was regarded as serious.
Ncw South Wales railways have
made iarge reductions in passenger
fares and freight rates.
at his place. He *is a widower, and
although he denies any matrimonial
intentions, his friends have been
watching his trips with a degree of
pleasure and expect announcement of
the apporaching event as soon as the
handsome residence is completed.
New Electric Railroad Company
Opened Headquarters in Frater-
nity Building—Commer-
ell News.
Mrs. Reuben L,ocb yesterday
awarded _ta Contractorall. T. Davis
the contract of constructing the hand-
some new residence' she will erect
at Fountain avenue and Broadway.
The home will cost about tea,000, be
two stories, and of brick construction,
cantaining about twelve rooms. On
its completion Mrs. Loeb moves in,
vacating the present residence at
Fifth and Broadway, which she sold
some months ago.
Office Changes.
The Paducah Southern Electric
railroad company is moving into the
office vacated by Mr. Charles E. Jin-
ni:vs on the first floor of the Frater-
nity building. The company is the
newly organized one with Messrs. B.
H. Scott, Ir. H. Loving and others
at the head, for purpose of construct-
ing the interurban line from here to
Hickman, Ky. Mr. Leslie Thomp-
von, the Fraternity building tailor, has
moved from Ifts old quarters on the
first floor to the room formerly oc-
cupied by t-he Ashbrook insurance
office.
Retail Merchants.
A rousing meeting was held last
evening by the Retail Merchants' as-
sociation at its headquarters on
Broadway near Fourth street, and
many things of importance gone over.
The merchants affiliating with the
body had present many who wire
not members and pointed out to them
the benefits to be derived by all join-
ing and working together for bet-
terment of the retail interests of this
tity. As result many new names
v:ere added to the membership rolls.
Those there enjoyed a social smoker
during the evening, which was passed
most pleasantly.
New Establishments.
The Home Supply company, a net- 
trial *A-710 overruled in the suit of the
Evansville Pressed Prick company
avainst Contractor Thomas Bridges.
Plaintiff then took an appeal. The
;cry in the court here allowed Bridges
a counter-claim of Sum in the suit
filed against him by the brick corn-
snow. while the latter contend they
should not he held for the counter-
claim, which is allowed Bridczes to
vsIenhorse him for the money 'he had
to forfeit into the city treasury be-
eause he did rot act throtich improv-
;no Smith Third street with Paving'
brick within the time specified in the
contract. He contends the brick rico-
ole did not shin the material here
nrosently and this held the work.
estodee the delay for which he hail to
nay, therefore he wants reimburses
ment from the Evaroyille people who
had the contract to supply the brick
The defendant filed a cross-petition
in the divorce suit of Ella Harvick
seransr•Edear Harviek. She charges
him with cruelty and asks for divorce.
while in his croseosetition he accuses
her of adultery, aske the court to dis-
miss her petition. give him a divorce.
etietodv of their son. Earl, and exempt
him from paving her any alimory.
There was di.IllicCed as settled the
•Dct;cin where Tames A. Herring claims
'Lillian Seitz owes him 'commission
foe the hitter's land to another.
HP'ffIff i *)"*" - 1 -le dealer.
The bill if • sees was filed in
the crimiti-i cioe w, , '7'enry Arenz
was fined S7so several weeks ago for
sondueting a "bucket shop" on
Aroadway nenr Fourth street. Arens
has apnealed the matter to the appel-
late court for final decision in trying
ro yet the fine reversed. Since the
heavy fine was imposed and the city
raised the "bucket shop" munieinal
license to Sas:too Arenz has closed his
nines- and i= nreparing to open others
in distant cities.
The court disrntssed the action of
George A. Jones against W. L. Bow-
ers and nlaintiff then took an anneal
to the higher tribunal. not desirine
the litirestion dismissed. Bowers
owns Blizzard Pond. out in the
Clark's river section of the county.
and deg ditches in order to drain off
the water, which Jones claims. rim
aver on his farm, hence the suit fo,s"
damages. • .5
M.O....•••••••
Suits Instituted.
Lacy Hall filed suit in the circuit!
court yesterday against the Padticalei
Furniture Manufacturing company fel :-
$10,000 damages. Hall was v.-orb:ins
at the furniture factory Nos ember 21.
when all the fingers on his left han,
were cut off. Ile claims the cot:titian.
was at fault.
Johnson Wants it,000.
Suit for $1,000 damages was file
against the street car company b,
Dave Johnson, who claims be was
badly injured by the car stztikig
quickly and throwing him olt
ground as he was preparing_ to•
at Sixth and Bockman sTreet's
Mby, 1906.
Property Sold. ,
-Land in the county has lacen.hefe=
•from Fred 13eyer by Minnie Jae
for jr,aoo and the deed filed for•ier;
ord with the county clerk yesterday.
Mary E. Smith deeded to Latettd
A. Pato for St000 property- on the.
east side of North Ninth bitattikti
Boyd and Harris streets.
Silas N. Jones transferred to Minnie
E Junes for $t and other considers- •
tions property on the west side of
North Tihrteenth street.
Mary E. Smith sold to II. T. WO-
let for $1,200 property on Bernheiin
avenue.
Saloon UMW.
The state liquor license of F. F..
Cartia-,-iaht was transferred from unfit
Kentuck >avenue to toil Kentueley
avenu •
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued wedding licenses
to the following: Allen G. Harris and
Donnie Rickman, Per0ey Brashell and
Minnie Wheeler, Clark Wallace and
Minnie Connor.
THROWN FROM
STREET CAR
MR. H. A. UHLES CONFINED AT
HOME ON SOUTH FOURTH
AS RESULT
Mayor Yeiser is Laying Up Wrestling
With Some Painful Boils—Mrs.
Geo. Kolb Doing Finely.
Mr. H. A. Uhles, the leatherworker.
is ''s home. 825 South
Fourth !-•-•-• • •th severe and painful
•se:ved last evening while
ali -•-eet car at Fourth
snd Clark. He claims the motorman
would not stop the Car, and in get-
ting off he was thrown to the stoma
w:th great force. Dr. Washburn at-
tended him and found the bruises of
an aggravated nature.
Mayor is Confined.
Mayor Yeiser is laid up at his home
on North Fourth with some very
large and excruciatingly painful boils
which are causing him no little
trouble. He expects to be able to get
out by tonight.
Will Be Out Shortly.
Mrs. George Kolb is slowly con-
valescing at her home on Fifth and
Clark street, and on arrival of pretty
weather, will be able to come out
of her residence where she has been
confined for six weeks as result of
being shot through the chest by her
husband, the druggist, who one night
mistook her for a burglar and fired_
Her many friends are glad to learn of
her ultimate recovery.
1 FOR THE BEST COAL ON JHE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
TRADE WATER COAL KEALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
%` s
INCORPORATEI1
Office and 'Elevator 2nd & Ohio
'
• '
' - •
•
•s
.aa.,
'
People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Juat sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor frbin us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know,how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what eel-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.
J. n. Oehlscniaecer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONEIRS
WHY?
First.
because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
l'!"e button holes, or steal
hors match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttiEl
are ironed perfectly and WM-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is rates,
lag.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone son
A. S DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. sir R
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Haed
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
stg-liao Court Street; oict Rime
srlIA.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS Tyy8 , ETIME pLAcz
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA . - )
%. 3o5 B ans. Day and Night
.. s.atalogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packs
et company—the cheapest and bus
ercersion out of Paducah. •
nfl For the Round Trip to
WIWI Tennessee river & roc
iss
1
It is a trip of pleasur condo,
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc_ Boats leave ear*
Wednesday and Saturday at S D. so
For other information apply to Jae
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
•••••••••••••••••••.1.,
names are coming in by 'hundred-
from every state in the union, more
than fifteen thousand having joined
before November 1. The labor unions,
fraternal orders, historical societies,
women's clubs. and organizations of
all sorts have pledged themselves to
spread the work during the win-
ter, and seventy-five per cent of
the daily newspapers, recognizing the
broadly democratic spirit and typical
Americanism of the movement, have
promised to dive the tremendous
weight of publicity to it.
The officers and board of trustees
of the Lincoln Farm association.
which has its offices at 74 Broadway,
New York city, are as follows:
Joseph W. Folk, president. gov-
ernor of Mi5souri; Joseph H. Choate,
ex-ambassador to England; Henry
Watterson, editor of Louisville Cour-
ier-Journal; Cardinal Gibbons, arch-
bishop of Baltimore; Ectawrd M.
Shepard, lawyer and author; August
Belmont, director of Louisville and
Nashville railroad; Horace Porter, ex-
ambassador to France; William Trav-
ers Jerome, district attorney of New
York county; Jenkins Lloyd Jones,
director Lincoln Centre, Chicago:
Charts A. Towne, congressman from
New York; William H. Taft, secre-
tary of war; Lyman J. Gage, ex-secre-
tary of treasury; Norman Hapgood.
of "Collier's:" Ida M. Tarbell, biog-
rapher of Lincoln: ,Samuel I.. Clem-
ens '("Mark Twain"); Albert Shaw.
editor of "Review of Reek vss;"
Thomas Hastings. architect; Robert
J..Cullier, "Collier's;" Clarence
Mlackay. treasurer, president Postal
Telegraph and Cable company; Rich-
ard 1.:oyd Jones, secretary.
A Sketch of the &retie.
(Written for the Register
The steamer Raleigh. bound oa a
a oyage of discovery to the frozen
north, was scheduled to sail from port
that day. The wives and sweethearts
of the departing sailors stood on the ,
pier for 1 farewell to their loved ones
which might be their last on earth,
for the north keeps jealously its se-
crets, and has at its ice-barred gates
the sentinel of the eternal snows.
In spite of all known and unknown
difficulties, the spirits of the sailors
were jubilant that beautiful morning.
The sun was shining and the birds
iwere singing as if to bid them God-
speed, the roses of June were carpet-
ing the gardens and swinging their
perfumed censors in the sunny air.
The .can lay motionless in the
morning sunshine, veiling its treach-
ery with a smile—a smile that gave
no token of the corpses deep in its
hidden caves or the hollow skulls
which strewed its sandy floor or the
shrieks of the dying which sounded
above the roar of the surges only the
night before.
The snchor was hauled aboard, the
last farewell glance wafted to the re-
ceding shores and the voyage was
fairly begun. Day after day did the
vessel drive on, urged by the tireless
propeller. The great iecbers., large
as the ship herself, threatened them
with destruction. The sun had long
since departed for more favored
climes, but the full glory of the north-
ern lights burned in a sky full of the
strange brilliancy of the northern
stars.
All nature seemed to be in a de-
votional mood and holding services
in a cathedral carpeted with the
ermine of the eternal snows, lighted
by the blaze of the Aurora, and whose
only music was the low, plaintive
sobbing of the north wind wailing a
requiept over the victims that have
been claimed as a sacrifice by the
frozen north
The ship s as having a prosperous
voyage. The ice had not yet begun
to hinder 'her progress, although great
icebergs loomed out of the semi-dark-
ness of the polar sea. Strange white
birds with noiseless flight followed
close in her wake, and gigantic bears
prowled near on the ice, their winte
coats seeming to take color from the
univereal frost-wreaths of that deso-
late land.
Nature seemed to be locked in the
last long sleep wrapped in the shroud
of the perpetual snows with the
corpse candle of the north star alight
by the bier. Day after day the ship
forced her way through the impend-
ing ice. Day after day the sailors magical twilight of the north the cap-
counted the hours to elapse before tam n stood over the death-bed oi hi.-
 - 
they should reach the sea of open last sailor. The chaplain had died
water, Which they believed surrounded twenty-four hours before and the cap-
the pole itself, and hope drew beauti- tam n after reading the burial services
ful pictures of return to home and ' over the dead, committed it to the
loved ones crowned with the glory of same grave which had received I*,
a discovery which the world has been comrades and stood on the quarter-
seeking for centuries and seeking in deck alone. The wind rattling amona
vain; but it was not to be, and the the frozen sails seemed to him ghostly
sailors began to speak in awed whis-
pers of a presence among them. Un-
welcomed, unseen, she trailed her
somber garments of black in their
midst and whenever the specter
walked, death followed.
The captain saw 'his faithful sailors
falling like ripe wheat before the
sickle of the pestilence Hope fled,
courage departed and as the victims
of the destroyer became more fre-
quent a wild panic seized the surviv-
graphs of the officers and trustees. ors. The ship l‘as turned to the I the sign of the cross and nray for de-
The name of the member is then en- south and all was concentrated in one liverance from the perils of the Arctic.
tered in the permanent catalog, which supreme effort to escape, but the KAY ELTTS.
is to be kept forever in a place of angel of the pestilence followed the
honor in the histenicsl hnild4sto so ship in her flight, and no day passed
erected at the park. Thus the funds hut th,c solemn tones of the chaplain A irar, never snr.-es;a-rs
are being raised by posildar member- rose on the still air AS one more vie- so much as when he is having a run
KENTUCKI ship tubscriptions, an already the t'm Ole fleets-7er s's (rr• t,n _ csissss sem,.
***t******************!. • ibt
# CAPTIVATED CALVES. •
•
* Kentucky Woman Answers ft
* Marie Corelli's Attack on *
• Woman Suffrage, *
•
41 044te•ieststalattilsetettst ft*** 0444
Among the many continents called
out front American women by Marie
Corelli's recent diatribe against wo-
man's ballot, :here has been none
brighter than that of the Kentucky
authoress, Mrs. Lida Calvert Oben-
chain, better known by her pen name
of Ella Calvert Hall. After quoting
Miss Corelli's declaration that if a
woman has "the mystic power to en-
thrall and subjugate man," she does
not need the ballot, and her assertion
that she herself now controls fifty
men's votes, Mrs. Oberschain says:
"We are all familiar with the pic-
ture of the hen-pecked husband whose
wife wants to vote, but will not some
cartoonist show us these fifty hypno-
tized Englishmen meekly marching to
the polts to execute the will of a wo-
man who does not want to vote?
When Sir Roger de Coverley found
himself 'enthralled' and 'subjugated'
by that widow with 'the finest hand
in the county,' he still retained enough
common sense to realize his condition,
and aptly described himself as a 'cap-
tivated calf.'
"A woman has a right to influence
a man's political views by appealing
to his reason, but to enthral and sub-
I jugate a man by appealing to his
I senses, and to send him thns befud-
1 dled to the polls is 
to make of him
a 'captivated calf.'
"Think of Miss Corelli and her 'cap-
tivased calves,' and then think of a
husband and wife in Colorado walk-
ing to the polls side by side, one vot-
ing the democratic ticket, the other
the republican, and cads respecting
the other's right. Wouldn't you rather
be the Colorado man than the capti-
vated, subjugated English calf?
"As a matter of fact, however, we
think ;bliss Corelli is drawing on her
imagination when she says there arc
fifty men whose votes she can direct.,
Woman-like she overestimates her
'mystic power to enthrall and subju-
gate' men. •
"Kentucky women understand the
art of enthralling men, but I never
knew ( ne who could make a democrat
vote the republican ticket or vice-
Vera,. .
"Sonic years ago there was a eery
exciting election in Kentucky. One
of the candidates was bitterly opposed
by many women. One of these was
lamenting to a fr:end that she could
not get her husband to promise not
to vote for the objectionable candi-
date.
"'Lock up all 'hi. clothes on elec-
tion day, so that he can't go to the
polls.' suggested the. friend.
"'Lock up his clothes!' was the re-
ply. 'Why he would go to the poll;
naked!'
-This man probably voted wrong,
bus at any rate he was not a 'capti-
vated calf.'
'The franchise is not given to a
man i norder that be may express the
political views of 'hi; wife, his sister.
or his maiden aunt. It is conferred
on him that he may express his own
views, and, as thi• is a republic. 'a
government of the people, by the peo-
ple, for the people,' and as women are
people, the wife, the sister and the
maiden aunt should have the right to
express their views without the pre-
liminary -performance of subjugating
some weak man.
"Miss Corelli, an anti-suffragist,
argues for a wootan's right to express
her opinions through a man who gives
up his own opinions in order to ex-
press the woman". I. a suffragist.
argue for a man's right to express his
own opinions unsubjugated and unen-
thralled by any woman. Curious?
Not at all. •A woman who respects
her own rights will always respect a
man's rights, and a woman who
boasts that she can direct fifty men's
rotes in any way she chooses, would
be likely to make her husband wash
the dishes and tend the baby while
she wrote a 'Romance of 'I svo
Worlds.'"
Some men find it necessary to re-
vise their list of friends daily.
-1..s.snat
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
sot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone-aaft Red,
PADUCAH.
There is natural human instinct
that is gratified by the sight of any-
thing, hallowed by association with a
great man or with great deeds. So
people make pilgrimages to the towns
whose streets were once trodden by
Shakespeare and Hartford guarded
her Charter Oak for centuries because
it had once had a hole in it that helped
to save the liberties of a colony. But
in most eases the connection between
the great man or the great event and
the relic we revere is accidental.
Shakespeare might have lived in any
other town as well as in Stratford,
and Connecticut's charter might have
been hidden in a woodchuck hole as
well as in the Charter Oak. But it
was no accident that !Amsted I.incoln
on a Kentucky farm, half-way be-
tween the lake-. and the gulf. The
association there had substance in it.
Lincoln belonged just where he was
put. If the union was to be saved, it
had to be a man of such an origin
that should save it. No wintry New
England Brahmin could have done it,
or any torrid cotton planter, regard-
ing the distant Yankee as a species
of obnoxious foreigner. It needed a
man of the border, where civil war
meant the grapple of brother with
brother and a disunion a raw and
gapsig wound. It needed one who
knew slavery not from books only,
but as a living thing, knew the good
that was mixed with its evil and knew
the evil not merely as it affected the
riegrioes, but in its hardly less baleful
influence upon the poor whites. It
needed one who kne whow human all
the parties to the quarrel were, how
much alike they were at bottom. v/ho
saw them all reflected in himself, and
felt their dissensions like the tearing
apart af his own soul. When the war
came Georgia sent an army in gray
and Massachtt-etts an army in blue,
but Ks:mucks raiatol armies for both
side.. And this man. sprung from
southern poor white., Ia n on a Yan-
kee farm and transp:anted to an Illi-
nois village, this man, in whose heart
knowledge and charity had left no
room for malice, was marked by
Providence as the one to "bind up the
nation's wounds.- His birthplace is
worth saving
The abova: ariicle by the great
American author and humorist refers
to the movement on foot to make of
the Lincoln Birthplace Farm a na-
tional park of patriotism. Consider-
ing the preservation of Mount Ver-
non. the Washington monument, the
classic tomb of Grant, and the score
of other memorials to lesser heroes of
our republic, it is really a remarkable
instance of national neglect that more
than forty years should have passed
without a fitting tribute to the mem-
ory of Lincoln. who bore the heaviest
burden ever carried by an American
president and fell in harness, a victim
of aseassiantion. There is no know-
ing when any action would have been
taken had it not been that the Lincoln
Birthplace Farm was put up at auc-
tion in August, loos. that the pro-
ceeds might be used to pay the back
taxes. All but one of the bidders rep-
resented sonic business concern. anx-
jou, to get control of the property for
advertising purposes; but this one
bidder saved the farm, and averted
what would have been a national dis-
grace. He represented a private citi-
zen, who believed the historic ground
should be the property of the Ameri-
can people, and. 'having acquired the
place, lie turned it over to an asso-
ciation of public-spirited men, who
quickly organized and determined to
develon it into a Lincoln National
park that should stand forever as a
shrine of patriotism and peace, a fit-
ting memorial to the great citizen
who was born there.
The farm is i.cal for such a pur-
pose. Consisting of one hundred and
ten acres in the rolling blue grass re-
gion of Larne county, Kentucky, it is
crossed by a picturesque stream, has
many shady groves and possesses the
famous ruck spring near which it is
proposed that the Lincoln statue shalt
be erected. But a short distance
away along the turnpike, stands the
old mill where Lincoln used to go
with his father, the boy seated astride
a sack of corn on the broad back of
the old mare. When the park is de-
veloped it is said that the Louisville
& Nashville railroad will establish a
branch terminal near the entrance. -
The plan of the Lincoln Farm asso-
ciation is very simple, and seems to
have been inspired by a profound be-
lief in the individual patriotism of
American men and women. Instead
of appealing to a wealthy few to carry
out the work, the -association has
given its cause to the whole people.
asking "every man, woman and child
in whose heart is the love of country
and a reverence for the memory of
Lincoln" to become a member. Each
member is called upon to contribute
whatever amount he or she wishes,
provided it is not less than twenty-
five cents or more than twenty-five
dollars, and to every member is issued
a large, handsomely engraved certifi-
cate of membership, bearing the seal
of the alkociation, with the auto-
1MARK TWAIN ON SAVING LIN-
COLN'S BIRTHPLACE
the keeping of the restless ocean. It
was a race with death. There could
be but one result and one day in the
fingers furling her canvas, and the
crushing of the ice against her bows
seemed' the rattling of the anchor as
it dropped in the well loved bay at
home. The pestilence passed by and
touched him gently and its touch was
death, but the peasants of Northern
Russia tell a strange story of a ship
sheathed in ice With one sailor on her
slippery deck, which sometimes in the
twilight flies past the seacoast towns
and the pious Russian sailors make
Feb. 5, 5907.
-rnsinwsasses
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• GREAT RED MEN. •
O Red Jacket. •
• •
1 *4P44411414 .1 06...0..."....e.I By kes Thomas B i ,reinryRed Jacket, the "last of the Sync
was born in the year 1750. near
Geneva, N V. and died at Seneca
Village, N. Y., in October. :Sao
The real name of this noted chief
was Sagoyewatha, meaning, in the
tongue. -lie that keeps awake
Of Red Jacket came to lurn
fro mthe fact that one day •ticli a
garment was presented to him by a
1:ritish officer, in admiration of his
r,•earkable swiftnesi of foot.
keel Jacket was in many ways'one
of the moo attractit Indians of
whom history treats. Joseph Brant
excepted. he was clearly the greatest
man that was to be founl in all the
Six Nations.
As an orator Red Jacket was head
and shoulders above not only the rest
of the red men, but of most of the
whites as well. Ilia speech made dar-
ing the council held in 1784 at Fort
Stanwix would have reflected the
'highest credit upon any one of the
renowned orators of England or
America. It is said that Washington
was greatly impressed by Red. Jacket's
eloquence. In 1792, at the conclusion
of peace between the United States
and the Six Nations, Washington pre-
sented the old chief with a solid sil-
ver medal, Which he wore with pride
to the day of his death.
But notwithstanding the apprecia-
tion that Red Jacket felt for such
courteous honors as were shown him
by the whites, at heart he ever re-
mained a stalwart Indian—proud, dig-
nified, exclusive, entertaining for the
palefaces a contempt that bordered
close upon hate
Red Jacket was more of a diplomat
and statesman than he was a soldier,
although he figured prominently in
two wars—the war of the revolution
and that of 1812. In the first conflict
Red Jacket fought with the British: in
the sesond with the Americans. It is
on record that his heart was with the
•atriots in their struggle against King
George, but his nation decided for the
king, and he "went with 'his state."
For a long time Ret Jacket's grave
at Seneca Village was practically un-
marked, but in tlifia the old chief's
dust was removed to Forest Grove
cemetery, near Buffalo, where it seas
reburied with high honors.
Squiggs—"I rev the great violinist
has been arrested, charged with coun-
terieiting." Squaggs —"That so?
What'd he do?" Squiggs—"Made
some fake notes. I believe"- -Toledo
Blade
In France the average span of life
is now seven years longer than it
wa. sixty years ago as
THE GENTLE CYNIC
it a marl marries a N Ida 'VI he
nie.t esoset her to be the captain. At
an rata-. he merely her second
mate.
The clirsinie borrower discovers
that it is possible for a man to be so
close you can't touch him
Great actors must he born and not
made; but )ou can't convince the
press agent of this.
You couldn't take the conceit out
of some men with a stomach pump.
Few men want to die. In fact, it's
about :he last thing a man wants to
do.
It is well to be sure you at right.
but don't be too sure that esersbesdy.
else' is wrong.
If the photographer taesk people for
what they are worth he would take
Fenn(' people for nothing.
Naturally a girl would tithe- ;a•
beautiful than intellectual • There are
more stupid men in the world thal
blind ones.
"The woman sub,s marries ms..- re -
rt.:irked a bachelor friend of mine tl
other day. "trill liovi• to he as big
fool. at I am."
When a man le kip.wn as a coo
firmed bachelor it means that a great
many &irk have assisted at his eon
urination—New York Times.
•
THE NE S AND MOM ECTTION Gi
WFISTER'S INTERNATIONA'
• DICTIONARY •
Excels in Vocabulary. It is the. meet tier,
tnt iti PL•A. vaunt:at*,
ir, eeIu'Ie CoTTUPtiOtVI of sr.
titutle, and to aruld unititc1114il,&4' t -
Meant tee.
nrests in Arrangornerni Each wort1
Win" a paragraph II, ts enervet
teal place and nwli:y caught by his eyt.
Excels tis strecitogies. Thew. are en-r
5.4.to tip,' 0 ...lithe, Wel mato, le the be
r•-•ultiquphtioicio. Thcpi moot
Or crowirlort into obscure places
Execrs Ia Prenurusistiou which is itc1,-
olded 1,r tvelettiou with the
rt le: 'Vex ward 1.. 11,4, ,
the St•ttel.1 uf which cn. taltirbt . I
• 1 ttr.ri
Emculs Li DOW:40ra . . ir,
lei  • 'et WM. ' I ;VI 1 lila
Cr t: 1.t iethia the lived :e4 t••1 Its
othadles l'theay L.0.•
n :tliqt ratud.
Vieela V./ Appendix 1•1!ic't 4 a patt-e. I
stonsbouso of useful knowleilec,
Excals as a WerItfug Dist&onary. No
r.t1.rx book einhodiel so tauch upeful in-
tonnation. or is 641 indiaprnashte in tbs
Ilonax. study, school, or taco.
The International has 2380 quer.
to pages with 5000 illustrations.
25,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
Harris, Ph.D. LLD., U. S.
Conunisaiouer of Education.
FREE —A Toss in Prow:locution.' in-
structive and entertaining
for :be wbolo family, Also
illustrated pamphlet.
G. & C. MEIRRUM
Ouss-teuesta.
SPINW4OPIRLD, Nam.
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' ?PIM& MAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL
The artistic structure ye soap that
the storekeeper was building only
tacked a few dozen cakes of comple-
tion, but that necessitated the open'
fag at a new box, sad the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on hie
eredc, went to the back room aftet
Ike cold chisel. At that moment Bud
Jesse entered the store and, with a
sidelong glance and grin at Washing
tea Honoock, pulled otit the key cake
of the arch and lied, whoo,.ing with
I delight at the rah that strewed the
4 'counter and the door.
e "la's too doggone bad, Ruts." said
Ranoock, consolingly, to the store-
beeper. "I don't reckon he knowed
UM you'd bees La morello' nein it
ap. He jest allowed he'd have a little
sport with yon. There ain't no real
Alarm It Bud an' cumin' never done
IMO good to Emboli). nohow."
"If he don't come to be hung I miss
lay guess," said Use storekeeper.
wrathfully.
"You don't 'mow,' said Hancock
'Mai might mate a good reformer.
314,4 eve you a ohanst to make e
tight smart batter dolunay than you
had agora If he hadn't beds &sheared
es' pea he might have told you how to
•t build it up again. No sir-ea you can't
sever tell what a boy is win' to tore
eat saw what his raisin' is gem' to
de kir hint. Jever Mae at Gosport
csbbmrty t"
"Re. nor I Mal meat to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
op the scattered Map.
"You don't know tient you do hear
about him." said Hameck. equably.
'Tau prebly Weak he's a sew brand
e' prunes, but be slat Re's a pros
Wrens citizen, an' I remember the time
when it was the gen'ral opiates that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beam.
Iliad Jones Is worth a ten-acre lot full
W twin like Goa Seubtorly tutor he.
sia' Goa owns a right smart o' real
estate ta Ban Francisco an' draws a
merry that 'ud maks your mouth
water. lister be manna' around bare-
toot right in this sillage."
' It's the smart ones what gas out
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
"Goa wasn't smart" said Hancock,
"glet was about as ornery an' WIWI' s
boy as erer gla.:Wesed a food mother's
heart. He wasal enough of an idle
to put la the state asylum, but be
Cent lack much of it. Ho was as
homely as a mud fence as as lasy ae
--as Marv. Parsons. there. His anoth-
er lest key' hint out o' school an
didn't do a stogie item' thing but feed
him up an' make over hias—'speatally
Seed him up. He was hog faL Didn't
do notelte but eat at' sleep Nobody
blamed him, either. for KW theubberty
wee a little the best cook that wear
' drew the breath o' life In MI:sours.
"She was • widder woman an' Gm
port was all the young one she had.
likebberly left her a good farm an
• she said it an bought mortgages an
lived tn town. She took a notion that
• Co. was delikle as' wasn't likely to
• live long an' she hardly let him out
at her sight.
"Well, as I was saytn', His' Scub
berly was a No. monk. She roue,
Inaki,eaffies that 'ad jest melt In
your munth, an' make plea that 11
yuu outlet meted 'em you'd never feel
"lett eatizeiri with pie ever after. en
She'd take barbs an' Savories an
memento's an' do thine, to chickens
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream could be done cc
'ea. She made a little garden out
beet of the toilet, an' raised all man
me of garden truck an' she was all
the time lookin' around In the stores
' for suthin' viol or stuayin'
• veleta 111 the paper fur oath:a' new
t that she reckoned might tempt Gee
port' deliko appetite.
"An' sure enough. hlenappetit• dId
4 git to be dellkit His vi•tiPs had to
• be about jest so for him to eat •cm
s s at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there wal too much flevoria
Is 'tether an' too little in suthio' cite
You never seen notbin' like it. An'
all the time folks was sayin' what
would become o' Gosport when he
graved up, him never doin' a lick or
gettin' any sense or gumption. They
Only got to talkin' to the widder about
it, an' they did goat her sorter ekeerea,
so she teethed an' skimped herself
to lay up a little money for ('us. But
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked an' put up preserves an
masses morsel ever, an' worked bar
derni ever in the garden.
"Finly when Gos was shunt 20 years
old she give up an' died.•
"What did the boy do then?" askeo
t the storekeeper
"Looked around fur a piece to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left bier
cleat on to $10,000, an' he tried Le
uny suthin' to eat with it. 2ut there
wasn't nonlife in town fie so he took
a steamer one day an' went down the
slyer. We all 'lowed he'd be back in
a year broke an' ready for Matti hog
*a' hominy, but be eaeu t.
"Speculated with the $10,000?
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Hancock. "He street
it all an' then got a good job. Wen-
4L4 centime Stevens came back from San
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport
there. He was taster for a hig tea
house. They said be had th4 finest
palate in the whole trade. He's still
=akin' money on that palate. Ornery,
fat an' lazy an' fen'rant am ever, but
he's nialtin' big money."
"The old lady done well by him,
after all, then," commented the store
keeper. "He'd probes, has been o
the county if she hadn't tdgercated
his palate."
°I don't know," said Iiencock,
A, thoughtfully. "He fright eave done
Web)* will keepin' store."—Cblcago
pall, Nowa
BIS THEORY TESTED. Liu OF A VETtRANi A GHETTO
"Did you take in the tetap'rnace leo,
tore over to Wanehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper te Marvin Paraons.
"They tell me le. was a powerful fine
Lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've ben too busy buskin'
out my corn to take In temp'runce
tares."
"I was there," volunteered Washing*
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Rafe says, but it was
discouragixe to a man 'Mout belittle
him any. Reason don't (ease a feller
It liquor gets bolt on him. If it did
the rumsellers would have had to close
up long ago. You've got to reform a
feller In one of two ways—religion or
main stren'th an' awk'ardnese That
wa3 Dotutnie Walker's theory an' Ise
had a right moan o' success. 'Member
the domino? He was the golden:West
two-fisted,rawboned six-toot-two of
grit an' ginger an' boss sense I eves
seen wrapped up in black broadcloth.
"Well, one 'velem' he was down ta
Tarkio tradin' an' he seen Kos. Brun-
emit reposin' is the alley back o' Grip-
pen's 'loon, with the rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Muse was jest about the
croariest imitable low-down no-ac-
count druaken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the dominie stood there in
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
Isly he says: 'There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
tiring it one an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness may do it. lia.tlyer shallibm
kewranter"—that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"Hs had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to thwn in an' he backs the wag-
on up In the alley an' heaves Muse is
me drives off with him When Mose
woke up he found himself lyee on a
heap o' straw in the dowinte's barn
an he was some s'prised. After a
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He aldn't want to
e.o no more'n peek out because he
wasn't dressed for cotnp'ny., All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was lyin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locket He Demist
to holler, but nobody come. Then be
pounded on the deur with the handle
at • hay fork an' suddenly the door
evened an' the dominie waiked in.
"lie didn't take no notice o' Rose—
lust barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his or Mies.
"'Where'. my clo'es, an' what dye
mean by kw.kin' me up In your con-
Darned or barn!' says Nose.
"Domicile Walker never said a word
an' Nose started for the door. He
hadn't no more'n began to unbar it
when th. dominie caught him by the
Deck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up fightin• mad are the
domlnie Jest knocked him down again
Didn't say nothee only Piet landed him
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be lel
out. The denials+ didn't say nothire—
lust finished feedin' his hoes an' went
out After a while Moss got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door. Bark eomee the dominis
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal aa
mos 'em down on the grain chest an
FOPe nut. Nose took it long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
"'Blame me if it ain't half wheesy!
be sari.
-It must have been cleat to noes, as
be felt sorter holler. Ile took • spoon
ful of the oatmeal. tasted It, an' the
went to work en' cleaned out the bowl
'First time I ever et oatmeal tie whis-
ky.' he say., mein' haptely; 'I've
struck it rich •
"Ii. rolled up in the blanket an' west
In sleep aga:n. 'Bout supper time Is
comes ,the dominie with a plate e•
bread an' meat. barred the door. 'tend-
on to eta hoes an went out 'thoet sile-
nt' a word. leavin' the grub behind
After • while Nose got 1111 as eatteelet
U an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o. whisky.
"Well, that's the way it went right
sloes. Never a word was said to him,
an' everythtng he ate or drank was rue
of whisky. He got mad when the
dominie wouldn't speak to Item are
fought, but an he got by that was a
twkine The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon
got sort o' tired of it. Then he got
plum sick of it an' fitely the. smell of
It turned his stummuek an' he began
to stop eatin' altogether. Then the
dominie gave him plain food for s
while an' then the first thing he knew
he'd be getting whisky again.
"'For heaven's sake. donliniee says
Mose for the hundredth time, 'quit gir-
lie me that blame liquor. I'm clear
turned Agin it. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. Say suthin! I
don't care what it is, but say suthin!'
"The dominie didn't answer hi.n
then, but the next mornin' he came In
with a shirt an' hat an' shoes an'
creralls. 'Put them on, Moses.' he
caye, 'an' then you can come out with
me an' help me hill-up the corn. Du:
eon't try to get away and don't hold
no converse weth nobody, for as sure
as you do you go back on whisky diet
an' I'll break every bone in your body.
"Moses went out an' billed corn
along with the dominie Then they put
up bay together, an' hoed potatoes an
dug cellar an' wolted along all tbrough
that entnmer.
"Along In the fall the dorninie die
charged him. cured.
"An' then he hutted around an' suet:
the dousinie for five months' wages, an
the boys got together and gave him
ride on a nice three-cornered foie(
files He never went to drinkIn' again
though."
"Cured him then??" said the store
keeper. "That wt s one way."
"Yes—train etreneth an' awkward
neve" said firtiteeck. "The °the)
ditu't take,"..- Chicago Dolly Nein,
IT G. H. Noientratorr.
lie was known as "Thoughtful 'rem-
tins" among his acquaintances; his in-
timatee called him 'I'. T." Thus does
friendship assist to longevity. And be
Calla" the sobriquet were not inappro
priate, he felt embarrassingly out of
place at the snbutban ball, where he
first met her. She seemed most be.
wilderingly beautiful to the tall, shy
youth, as be leaned against a pillar,
his moist hands clasped behind him.
That night Cupid was in form; no me
rad shaft was needed.
After weeks of fruitless searching he
met her again. With a patience
worthy of the best of causes he had
tried to find her unaided. But be only
knew her as the most beautiful girl
In London; so his quest was a trills
difilcult. At length, with many blushes,
he turned to the friend who had first
Introduced them and promptly secured
, a clew.
"Oh, she's in • tea shop somewhere
PS the city!"
Then he began a course of teas and
'lunches extending over a wide area.
I Taint, yet pursuing, he sat down on Ispring evening at one of the familial
species of marble-topped tables, and
from behind his there a,pproac.hed the
white-capped vestal who served that
particular altar.
"Good evening, Mr. 'renaltins! What
may I pt wen!"
Yea, It was she: and he could oily
gasp sad stammer.
"Oh. Miss Ball! Hew delighted I La
to see you again! I've been wondering
If I ever should. In fact, I've been
looking for you everywhere!"
"Have you, really' Hew steel"
"Yes, that's just bow I feel! Good
heavies, I think you look better is
black than anything!"
"Dos/ be silly! Shall I get yes some
tear
"Teat Oh, yes! I hadn't thought
of that. Of course, tea and toast"
Thus began an evolution in intlinser
that was both swift and interesting to
the ealookers, and of deep importamos
Is at least one of those concerned.
livery evening he came and each time
stayed longer. But always and only
to tea.
"Why don't you come to lunch?" she
asked him one day.
"Oh, I can't very well!"
"But It isn't far from your °Mee*"
"Oh, no; duke near! About five
minutes' walk."
"I suppose you like somewhere else
better. Tiger's is only good enough
for tea! I me!"
"Really, no! it's not that at all!"
suppose you de have lunch?'
"Oh, regularly"
"Well, come here. We have Two
niee joints end things, and this table
isn't always full. That is, of course, if
you ear e for me to wait upon you!"
Poor Tomkins! That look and a
piece of muflin nearly finished him. He
bad to deep her hand before he could
reply.
"AVInnie. you know It's not that"
"Well, why don't you "owe?"
And her smile defied him to give a
sensible resoon.
"Look here." he anvwcred, "yes
come off early to-morrow night. don't
your
"Yes."
"Meet me it the corner of Chancery
lane and let us go for a walk togeth-
er? Do. /Slunk." he continued in a
whisper. "then I'll tell you why 3
don't cozen to luneb."
She had never been to Hampstead
Heath before, and it had been specially
arranged for her to get a goad impres•
*Ion of It that evening. Who would
dream she was a waitreso thought
Temkin' as he stepped proudly along
at her side, trembling every time their
elbows toucbed? She !seemed to his
Imagination • goddess in modern garb,
escaped from the fragrant wood that
loomed before them in the spring twi-
light.
promised to tell you—"
"Tear
"To tell you—about why, I mean, I
don't ecnne to lunch!"
"Don't if yeu had rather not, you
know. It doesn't matter in the least."
"But I want to. Shall we sit down?"
The kindly shadows veiled their rest-
ing place and only the spring breeze
heard.
"I've always been a queer fellow, I
believe," be began, "serious and shy;
what some chips call 'goody-goody.'
I'm not really, you know. I'm very
fond of sport and do a lot of cycling."
"I love cycling!" she Interpolated.
"I'm what they call a fellow with no.
Slots. I suppose it's because I read
a good deal. And I believe we don't
feed properly."
"What do you mean?"
"That is—I mean—we ought to eat
more fruit and nuts and that sort of
thing. In fact, I'm a vegetarian,
and—"
But her silvery laugh cut short his
explanation.
•"Oh. Jack, you silly boy! Is that
all! What rubbisht But I am glad!
was afraid—"
"What? What vprre yon afraid of,
Winnie?"
"I was afraid—it—was some 014
else."
"Oh, Winnie' Sorge one else?
Never:"
His arm stole reund Iser waist and
drew her toward him. Their hands
were tightly clasped. Ard—yes, her
lips were perfect.
Next day she triumphantly placed
before him a full man's portion of
"roast beef and Yorkshire." The cher-
gelled theory Was exploded. Adam bad
euccumbed.—London Opinion.
Prefltable Mistake.
She—Some people erofit by the mis-
takes of others.
Ile—Yes; like the minister who got a
gm for marrying us.--Cbicago Journal.
STORY.
NY MARY BIENENSTOCK.
We trudged our way through ths
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternous
of a sultry day until we reached our Cho
der, which was a dingy apartment la
• tenement house. We were very rest-
less and boisterous, but our Rabbi Jce
seph did not check our noise as be gen.
erally did. His thoughts teemed too fas
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won-
der what his past life had been.
He was about GO years of age. Pov-
erty must have been his constant com-
panion, because furrows of care were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. kits
eyes peered out of their sockets as U
they implored pity, and were now and
then raised In prayer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears hune
two oarlock,, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. Tlis shoulders were so bent and
turved the be seemed to have borne the
yoke and persecuuon of hla.race for cen-
turies. A large Hebrew book lay open
before him, as if the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered hies
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us.
Moses, who sat next to 1110, pricked my
feet with a pin under the table. 'This
made me howl, aad I vowed that 'when
I we were dismissed I would repay bias
with Interest
"Slue" said rabbi, In his deep, govere
lag voice, "if you promise to be good I
will tell you a story afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough, for
w• always delighted in the stories of
our past glories. Yet I must say that
perhaps we thought more of the corn
ing story than of our prayer. Then, is
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to ris
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our bowie
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the beach creaked terribly
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"Yee know it is sometimes a reilef
to tell all that lies up3n one's heart'
He cleared his voice and gathered
courage.
"I had wealthy parents and received
• good educetton. My youth passed
away happily, for I knew no cares.
When I was 2: years old I married
&tiller, a good ant beautiful maiden.
Elbe was the daughter of Rabbi Bea
Era. As pure as a lily was her sou].
Oh, Father, keep it within thy care!"
Here he lifted up his hand. and his
voice was full of pension, while two
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets; of his
beard.
We boys put our arms upon one an-
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was my
borne to be the source ef comfort for
the poor and homeless, for the czar is-
sued an edict expelling the Ilebrewe of
the villages. I had to go where all my
brethren wont, into the gloomy ghetto.
of • few large, overcrowded cities. At
Vilna I +guttered the woes of my people.
gave myself up /o teaching by day
and I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
studies in my humble dwelling I felt
ecinforted that the Russians could not,
at least, take my Esther from me
Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, anti
two drunken officers entered. They
thrust my wife sear. and, seizing me
by the collar, they (hogged me into the
cold. snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
can hear them yet. They echo dry
and hallow within my heart,
el was placed upon a wagon, as
which I found many of my miserable
brethren. We afterwara found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this is
bow it got them. After a few days'
journey we arrived at a villatte fnbab-
Itcil by peartants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did eith hen as he
liked.
bad to work from Saybseak until
night, and my food vas mars., brown
bread. I slept in the stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and in the at-
tic in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death.
Who cored' My place would won be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to enter
the army.
"At lost I succeeded in escaping. end
I fled to this free country. Ob. you
who ase yet young, take pride in this
lane of freedom. If she does not re-
quire you to die for her, then live for
bee and reake her glorious!"
The sun eas alreatiy declining ana
silence reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your. wife:** we re-
minded him. For &newer he banded us
a newspaior. This is what we read:
'Esther, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at \Alan. All feel her lose,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whole community. She had lived a life
of unitellishinesa and selsesacrifice. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
Stay her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains oee thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
tc rest, in peace. If I could but tread
upon the land of my forefatbers
should be satisfied. Judah, oh, Judah!
bow long are thou to roam?"
Then his head sank lower and Lover,
U if bowed down by grief and suffer-
ing. The shadows of darkness crept
Into the room and our rabbi seemed
unconscious of us. We gefetly arose
and walked out of the dark room. leav-
ing our rabbi with head still bent
I forgave Moees his pranks, and aa
we vrteeed along we sang the "I-lattic-
e:eh." When we reached cu- homes
the street limos were airearty eindled
and a cool brims* wax blowing—N.
r:14ine.
FitiliSH OF THE
SUBURBAN SALOON
SEGREGATION BILL WILL
LIKELY PUT MANY OUT
OF BUSINESS.
Average Proprietor Can't Afford Up-
Town Place—No Rush as Yet on
Real Estate Agents.
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 6,—With a
segregation bill staring them in the
face, to take effect in about five
months, it would seem that the liquor
sellers in the districts to be affected
by the measure would be flocking to
the central portions of the city look-
ing for locations in order to get in on
the ground floor of the new situation.
Such, however, has not been the case,
so the real estate dealers of the city
state.
While the inquiry among the su-
burban saloon keepers for central lo-
cations bas been noticed by some of
:he agents, at the same time it could
not be said to be at all noticeable.
The principal reason assigned for
this absence of any rush is this:
The average suburban saloon keep-
er is not able to secure an up-town
i.ite. Many of the outlying saloons
:re attached to groceries and most
ef them are in buildings that do not
bring high rent. Up-town, however,
in the segregated area, between
Broadway, the river, Johnston and
Twelfth avenues, the rents are many
times higher than those paid 'in the
suburban sections. Again, the small
(*.eaters who arc principally without
c4pital would not be able to fix up
an up-town place according to the
regulation methods of embellishment
sitployed in hardwood work, mirrors,
etc.
It is said that -most of the saloons
in the area out of the segrated dis-
trict will simply go out of commis-
sion. The operation of the ecgretion
will work accordingly along the
Hues of the sirrvival of the fittest, it
• -ch a term might be employed when
:i rring to a saloon
GIGANTIC LAND FRAUDS
BROUGHT TO LIGHT.
More Than a Score of Prominent
People Said to Be Guilty of
Big Steal,
San Francisco, Feb. Is—The Call to'
say says:
• "Acting under instructions front
l'residenb Roosevelt, Thomas B. Neu-
113114C11. an inspector of the interior
eepartment. co-operating with State
Minereologist Lewis E. Atibury. has
been investigating land locations in
California and iras unearthed gigantic
f ands which will be made the basis
i i.1 criminal prosecutions. The investi-gation, which has been sweeping in
I it's scope, will involve men of wealth,
influence and high social standing in
"Mr. Netihausen lras forwarded a
riport to Washington,' in whigh lie
name's fifteen to twenty- persons
against whom- he has positive evi-
dence.
"Frauds have been discovered all
the way from Sistayou:, county to
Death -alley. Cases have been re-
ported from Siskayon, Del Norte.
"Trinity. Tuolume, Marihosa. El Do-
ratio, Kern, Inyo, San Bernardino and
Riverside counties. The most flagrant
!offenses have occurred 'in Tuolume
county. In that section homestead
tentries have been freely made on the
table mountain Himmel. This ehanni .
is. of lays firinati o and contains
rich deposi • or gold `.lillions of dol-
lgrie worth of tin: v. 4. metal have
been extracted from this land.-
BUFFALO REFUSES TO
BATTLE WITH MATADOR
Vaunted Fight at Juarez Proves Fias-
co—Spectators Became
Frenzied.
Paso, Tex., Feb. O.—The wide-
ly advertised battle between a man
and a bufalo in the Juarez bull ring
!,esterday afternoon proved a com-
plete fiasco, to the disappointment of
ro,coo persons. The Bufalo, instead
of charging the bright red cape of the
matador "cuco, became frightened
at the banner and turned and fled.
He absolutely refused to fight the
matador or the picadores mounted on
'curses. The judges acting under the
Mexican law, announced, as punish-
ment to the management, that the
entire proceeds of the performance
would be appropriated to the publi:
charities of Juarez.
11:is enraged the crowd. who threw
sea: cushions into the' ring and
thitatened a riot until, on the plea of
Manager Felix Robert. the ruling
'as revoked. The order was changed
to that of refunding the money at
the .gate and the iinzosition of a fine
on the impressia70. The gendarmes
w. re called out to prevent the people
beirg crushed in the throngs around
lb.- ticket :office. and there were ninny
arre:ts.
The 'hedgehog, guarded by spikes.
roils 6.self up for the winter in a hole
lined with genie and moss,
B. F. Sears .
PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
County Work a Specialty.
Old 'Phone 620-3. Tyler, Ks
I. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLI.
Hendrick, Miller
ab Marble
LAWYERS,
Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms z„ 1, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing 513 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, MAL
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telepbou 377.
e. 
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register
$13 1-1 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 49o; Old 1487 R
gPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE eze BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296, Office, ass.
a—
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unlirniaed Ticket $5.00, meals sad
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $t.so each. within.:
meals; $2 oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. Foe.
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass,
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reel
•FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms trid Ts. Columbia Bldg.
PA:.CAH, ICY.
Ainr.i n. bARKLEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. o Padseake
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
014 Phone Islip.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGO
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Ban
Marshall County; Paducah, IC;
Room 214, Fraternity Building.
New Phone tra Old Phone 
484A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
• 
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts 
of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 3o6 Broadvray—Phone 120
• Residence Sto B
roadway.
phone otg,
ice on Sunday was prohibited 
to Bos-
tonians, remarks ,the Detroit 
Free
Press, we thought they never 
needed
ice.
Somehow the average man 
doesn't
feel called upon to worry 
over the
'oss of his neighbor" mone
y
6
'
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FINAL ACTION
ON LICENSES
LDERMANIC DECISION TO
NIGHT SETTLES THE
QUESTION.
is Understood They do Not Intend
Letting Licenses be Had by
Some Council Favored.
The .iction of the aldermen this
evening during their meeting at the
city hall will be. the final decision
as to what saloon keepers and liquor
siealers of the city shall have licenses
to do business during tgo7. It is un-
dentood that the board will not
io-ant licenses for Barney Padgett
to open a saloon on one corner of
Thirteenth and Clay, Dick Rosenthal
•o open a new one on the opposite
corner. a.nd J. D. Overstreet to open
at goo North Eighth.
Last year Overstreet's license had
to be taken away from him by Mayor
"iciser because he sold liquor on the
Sabbath to some darkies. The council
Monday night after granting a new
l•cense to Overstreet said they did so
hreause they understood the police
"had it in for Overstreet" because he
would not give them free whiskey and
that the patrolmen were the ones
who last summer sent thc negroes to
buy liquor in order to get evidence
sufficient against Overstreet for his
conviction and ultimate revocation of
the license.
Chief of Police Collins and Nrayor
Ntiser take exceptions to this allega-
tion and announce that they will have
tee police and witnesses before the
aldermen tonight to show that the
police had nothing whatever lo do
with the negroes going there.
The respectable residents out about
Thirteenth and Clay oppose saloons,
and last year got the boards to take
the licenses away from the three run
there until that tin e The residents'
protest was disregarded by the coun-
cil last Monday. but it is understood
a heeding ear will be given by the
aldermen. and those application e of
Rosenthal and Padgett rejected.
Every liquor license comes before
;lie aldermen for action tonight, to-
exther with much other important
bi-einess.
BABY'S NARROW ESCAPE.
Lay 'Asleep While Fire Gradually
Crept Towards It's Cradle.
--
Yesterday morning abont to o'cloek
)hes. Louis Shafer, of into Tennes-
see streetAl rocked her baby to sleep.
ent some garments on a chair in front
of the grate fire to dry, and stepped
ever se a neighbors for a few mo-
reents. Shortly smoke, was discover-
ed coming from the lieuse and the
department summoned from a bock
away. It developed the chair had
tilted over, lee.ing the garments drop
the grate, where they ignited.
end the flame was spreading in the
room when discovered and crtin-
guished evith the -hand chemical en-
Wine.. The babe was rescued, after
nearly choking from the smoke and
heat. Mr. Shafer is driver of a
luelecry wagon.
'SUPREME COURT
WILL HEAR CASE.
•••••• 4•,••••
Involves Constitutionality of Rail-
coed Employeti' Liability Act
yetp-~kro
Washington, Feb. 6.--- The supreme
cosset of the United States has granter!
Motion • made by Attorney-General
Zonaparta permitting the government
•.. eoteer imereente in the ease of Daniselln
tioward vs: VIC Illinois Central Rail-
-dad rempary. erei, adraecing she
Leering oi the essei At"! it for April 8.
„.71t .‘The mike •iiver•lve '4 flee coneetitettior-
aro) of the risitecied elope-1-er; NA-
,'
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ALTERATION
We have 10 days time in which to close out our stock of Clothing and Furnishing Goods.
In 10 days we must give floor space to the caroenters, bricklayers, plasterers, painters and
plumbers. The contracts have been let to alter our building from top to bottom, and in
ten short days from
Saturday, February 9, .1907
The workmen will begin tearing down and rebuilding, transforming the old GRAND LEADER. into the new GRAND LEADER.
For ten days we will give you the greatest sale of Clothing and Furnishing Goods the Paducah people have ever experienced. Every-
thing in the house will be slaughtered—we prefer to sacrifice the goods at a price—rather than move them. Come prep.ed to
be astonished. No matter how cheap you have seen goods sold, you will have to admit that the prices we have placed o this
stock is the cheapest you ever saw. We repeat that it will be the greatest sale ever in Paducah.
IMPOR.TANT!---This Sale is for 10 days only. beginning Saturday, February 9, 1907, and
ending Wednesday, February 20, 1907
10c SO X
We will close out good black tot sox
for alteration price.... 3e
MEN'S SUITS
Yeu can now buy a regular $7.5o suit
cf teethes for just half price. Altera-
tion price $3•75
STOCKINGS
We have reduced our children's stock
ings that regularly sold for loc to
the alteration price .............7.
NONE
OF THESE
GOODS
CHARGED
UNDERWEAR
(toper's underwear, that always e-
taits for $1.00 alteration price 75c
MEN'S PANTS
as pants, now . 09e
lb.gs pants, now 98e
SHIRTS
.1e.so shirts, now
oo shirts. now ...
wse
75e
ODD VESTS
We have about 90 odd vests, of all
sizes, and for this sale have marked
them  29e
CORDUROY PANTS
$oso pants, now .
So.00 pants, now .
l3.00 pants. now .
1-4 OFF ON
HATS
$1.10
$1.49$2.10
CHILDREN'S SUITS
These suits we sold in our regular
stock for $s.so. The price is
now 
  
$1.10
HANDKERCHWFS
Turkey rad, bias and fancy sled plain
white Windham:hick_ Aheration
•3e
MEN'S SUITS
tio.00 men's and young men's MAW
for the next ten days. we will CUt
to •.$50
FLANNEL SHIRTS
21.9. wool shirts. now
'toe wool shirts, now .
OVERCO itTS
$100
784%
Our overcoats for men and boy', that
formerly sold for Siseip, alteration
price • $7•50
KNEE PANTS
so, knee pants. now 
knee pants, now
OVERCOATS
Overcoats that we formerly sold for
$12.50 you cart now buy fcr $64115
WAY'S MUFFLERS
4.5e mufflers, now
50c mufflers, now . . . 22C
JERSEY GLOVES
These are our regular 25C gloves We
bave made one lot of them. Altera-
tion price .
WORK SHIRTS
We have one lot of good, heavy work
shirts, which we will close at
323
BROADWAY
1-4 OFF ON
SHIRTS ,
MEN'S SUSPENDERS
From ow regular stock we have
t.tken ac suspenders and marked
them 13e
CHILDREN'S SWEATERS
All wool child's sweaters, to class
them out at once, we have p/prall
them on sale at .. e19
UNDERWEAR
Our regular soc underwear we have
Lot and he this sale will sell per gar-
ment for . • 38c
MEWS SUITS
Our regular Ilia.so suits, for this Mk.
we have reduce-1. idst one half seas
CHILDREN'S SUITS
AU of our regular Sa.00 and Sa.s,
children; suits are nista marked down
to $1-19
BOYS' UNDERWEAR
Our regular 25C a garment boys' un-
derwear will be sold in this sale
for lie
OVERALLS
Regular S000 overalls, now
Regular gat overalls, now
73c
35e
WOOL SOCKS
We have placed 11 01 our wool sox
in tido sale and they are marked 19c
WOOL UNDERWEAR
Si oo garments cut to
!vs° garments cut to
Z5c
$100
TOQUES
Children's toques that we formerly
sold for 25c, will go in the Altera-
then sale for
1-4 OFF ON
PANTS
DESBERGER95
GRAN 0 
LEAD ER
iramvifitERPid (10 TN/ER
eee.
1)64 act passed at the last scion
elf congress. It was tried by the
United States circuit court for the
Western District of Tennessee, which
held the first section of the act abol-
ishing the fellow- servant rule to be
constitutional.
The case is considered to be of
great importance, not only because
the number of similar cases that
have arisen and will arise, but because
el the principle involved. Another
ease. that of Brooks vs. the Southern
.Vacific Railroad oompany.
tee statue question, we- eet for hen:
.eg at the esime time.
EXPLOSION OF
A LOCOMOTIVE.
- • ••••••====••••
Four Men Killed in Wreck Near
Lexington, Ky.—Whiskey
Kills Child.
19e
SHIRTS
Time shirts are horn oar ragui.ir
gsga goc shirts,.]] sues. Altair
dee pek• 38e
OVERCOATS
Your choice Of any of our Smola over-
coats in this sale '-r Alteration
price
• • 115-00
SWEATERS
We have made one lot of all of our
mirsaters and in this sale
ran them for 
  59c
THESE
PRICES
ARE FOR
CASH ONLY
SUITS
Our suits for men and young mer
which we formerly sold at Sipa°. are
now marked 
• • • $7•50
GLOVES
;.I 00 work gloves, now
yc work gloves, now
73c
35c
CAPS
soc cam DOW  
$1.02 C2422. now ..
35e
75c
UNDERWEAR
Our blue ribbed underwear, that we
.old for 25c a garment is now lie
PANTS
S300 pants are now
Ss.00 Pants are now $3149
1-4 OFF ON ,
GLOVES
PADUCAH
KY.
Lesdngton, Ky., Feb. 6.—Four men
wore killed in a wreak at Colby Sta-
tion on the Chesapeake & Ohio road,
ilear this city, at. coon yesterday.
The wreck Wia 9 calmed by the explos
you of engine agife, which was the
eccond engine on a iioub/c-header east '
bound freight. 76. The dead are
Ceerge Mire. aced 3o, reregine-r. 1.ee-
ington; Chas. Runyon, aged eg, fire-
man. Oliver Hill; Claude Marshall,
Peed 28, fireman, Lexington; George
Be-illerryman, braise:ran, Mount Sat--
The cause of the explosion is not
known, but 'heavy drifts of snow on
the track made it necessary for the
engines to be steamed to the nutit
The force of the explosion was Sr.
great that the head engine was blown
into a ditch and many cars were piled
up on the track, blocking traffic for
some time.
Wierioni is the fruit of experience
ICE THAWING
Sort of the Skate:leis Cat Short By
The skating the lovers have been
enjoying the past week on the ice
has about come to a close, as The
warm Ann of the past two days has
so melted the ice that it makes this
indulgence dangerous, the ice being
reduced to a thinness not safe to ven-
ture out uelon. Large crowd* have
been going out to the part lake and
down to the different sloughs and
welds hart the,- amtieement is cut
'
short and an absence of the skaters
was noticeable yesterday and list cd: -
cuing. .
l'. Thoutiow is 'gradually melting overthe -city and will all be gone within
the' nixt day or two if the present
oarm spell. continues.
•
St. Louis' Leven; Hotel.
When in St. /sun stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, you'll meet your friends
tiler&
The tommtains of tsanaliguratioa
arc few; the relleys of service every.', 
-
where.
•
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